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Abstract. We define a new protocol rule, Now or Never (NoN), for bilateral negotiation processes which allows self-motivated competitive agents to efficiently carry out multi-variable negotiations with remote untrusted parties, where privacy is a major concern and agents know nothing about their opponent. By building on the geometric concepts of convexity and convex hull, NoN ensures a continuous progress of the negotiation, thus neutralising malicious or inefficient opponents. In particular, NoN allows an agent to derive in a finite number of steps, and independently of the behaviour of the opponent, that there is no hope to find an agreement. To be able to make such an inference, the interested agent may rely on herself only, still keeping the highest freedom in the choice of her strategy.

We also propose an actual NoN-compliant strategy for an automated agent and evaluate the computational feasibility of the overall approach on both random negotiation scenarios and case studies of practical size.
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1. Introduction

Automated negotiation among rational agents is an important topic in Distributed Artificial Intelligence, being necessary in any domain where: (i) no single agent can achieve her own goals without interaction with the others (or she is expected to achieve higher utility with interaction), and (ii) constraints of various kinds (e.g., security or privacy) forbid the parties to communicate their desiderata to others (the opponent or a trusted authority), hence centralised approaches cannot be used.

In this paper we present a framework which allows two self-motivated, competitive agents to negotiate efficiently and find a mutually satisfactory agreement in a particularly hostile environment, where each party has no information on constraints, preferences, and willingness to collaborate of the opponent. This means that also the bounds of the domains of the negotiation variables are not common knowledge. Our framework deals with negotiations over multiple constrained variables over the type of real numbers, regarding integer or categorical variables as special cases.

The present setting is very different from what is often assumed in the literature (see also Section 8): the set of possible agreements is infinite and agents do not even know (or probabilistically estimate) possible opponent’s types, variable domain bounds or most preferred values. It is not a split-the-pie game as, e.g., in [2] although with incomplete information, as in [3], and computing equilibrium or evaluating Pareto-optimality is not possible.

A major problem in our setting is that even termination of the negotiation process is not granted: it is in general impossible for the single agent to recognise whether the negotiation is making some progress, or if the opponent is just wasting time or arbitrarily delaying the negotiation outcome.

We solve this problem by proposing a new protocol rule, Now or Never (NoN) (Section 3), explicitly designed as to ensure a continuous progress of the negotiation. The rule (whose fulfilment can be assessed independently by each party using only the exchanged information) forbids the agents to reconsider already taken decisions, thus injecting a minimum, but sufficient amount of efficiency in the process. This leads to the monotonic shrinking of the set of possible agreements, which in turn allows each agent to derive in a finite number of steps, independently of the behaviour of the opponent, that there is no hope to find an agreement.

Furthermore, we discuss the notion of non-obstructionist agents, i.e., agents who genuinely aim at efficiently finding an agreement, even sacrificing their preferences (among the agreements they would accept). If both agents are non-obstructionist, the NoN rule guarantees that, whenever the termination condition arises, then no agreement actually exists. Hence, in presence of non-obstructionist agents, our approach is both complete and terminates.

We also propose (Section 4) a full NoN-compliant strategy for an agent which ensures termination independently of the behaviour of the opponent. The strategy, which takes into full account the presence of a utility function on the set of acceptable deals, is inspired to the well-known mechanism of Monotonic Concessions (MC) [4] and allows the agent to perform a sophisticated reasoning, based on the evidence collected so far on the behaviour of the opponent, to select the best deals to offer at each step and keep the process efficient.

In Section 5 we show how NoN and all the involved reasoning can be specialised to negotiations involving discrete and categorical variables.

Section 6 outlines our implementation of an automated negotiator employing the strategy of Section 4. Our system exploits a computational geometry library together with an all-SAT solver to perform the required reasoning.
In Section 7 we present experimental results on both random negotiation scenarios and real-world case studies, showing that enforcing the NoN rule in practical negotiation instances is computationally feasible. Section 8 discusses related work and Section 9 draws conclusions. Finally, Appendix A defines all the acronyms used in the paper and Appendix B gives proofs of all results.

2. Preliminaries and Negotiation Framework

In the following, we denote with \( \mathbb{R} \), \( \mathbb{R}^\geq 0 \) and \( \mathbb{N}^+ \) the sets of all real numbers, non-negative real numbers and strictly positive integers, respectively.

Our framework deals with (possibly multi-deal) negotiations between two agents (agent 0 and agent 1) over multiple constrained variables. Agents do not have any information about constraints, goals, preferences, reasoning capabilities, willingness to collaborate, and strategy of the opponent. The only knowledge common to both agents is the set of negotiation variables, the protocol rules and, after the process has started, the exchanged information.

Definition 2.1 introduces the main concepts of our framework. Some of them are standard in the literature and are adapted to our framework to ease presentation of the following definitions and results.

Definition 2.1. (Negotiation Process)

A negotiation process is a tuple \( \pi = (\mathcal{V}, s, k, \mathcal{R}) \) where \( \mathcal{V} \) is a finite set of negotiation variables, \( s \in \{0, 1\} \) is the agent starting the negotiation, and \( \mathcal{R} \) is the set of protocol rules.

The negotiation space is the set of assignments of real numbers to all variables in \( \mathcal{V} \). To ease the presentation, without loss of generality we assume that set \( \mathcal{V} \) is ordered. In this case, the negotiation space is the multi-dimensional real vector space \( \mathbb{R}^{\mid \mathcal{V} \mid} \). Each point \( D \in \mathbb{R}^{\mid \mathcal{V} \mid} \) is a deal. A proposal for \( \pi \) is a set of at most \( k \) deals or the distinguished element \( \bot \). Value \( k \in \mathbb{N}^+ \) is the maximum number of deals that can be included in a single proposal.

Negotiation proceeds in steps (starting from step 1) with agents (starting from agent \( s \)) alternately exchanging proposals. The proposal exchanged at any step \( t \geq 1 \) is sent by agent \( \text{ag}(t) \), defined as \( s \) if \( t \) is odd and \( 1 - s \) if \( t \) is even.

The status of negotiation process \( \pi \) at step \( t \geq 1 \) is the sequence \( \vec{P} = P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_t \) of proposals exchanged up to step \( t \).

At each step, the status of \( \pi \) must satisfy the set \( \mathcal{R} \) of protocol rules, a set of boolean conditions on sequences of proposals.

A strategy for agent \( A \in \{0, 1\} \) for \( \pi \) is a function \( \sigma_A \) that, for each step \( t \) such that \( \text{ag}(t) = A \) and each status \( \vec{P} = P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_{t-1} \) of \( \pi \) at step \( t-1 \), returns the proposal \( P_t \) to be sent by agent \( A \) at step \( t \), given the sequence of proposals already exchanged (\( \sigma_A \) is constant for \( t = 1 \) and \( A = s \)).

Our alternating offers [5] based framework primarily focuses on real variables. In Section 5 we discuss how more specialised domains (e.g., integers, categories) can be handled as special cases, and which is the added value of primarily dealing with real variables. Also, as each proposal can contain up to \( k \) deals, our framework supports multi-deal negotiations when \( k > 1 \). Section 4 discusses the added value given by the possibility of exchanging multi-deal proposals.

We will use Example 2.2 as a running example throughout the paper.
Example 2.2. (Alice vs. Bob)

Alice wants to negotiate with her supervisor Bob to schedule a meeting. At the beginning, agents agree on the relevant variables $V$: (i) the start day/time $t$; (ii) the meeting duration $d$.

Deals are assignments of values to variables, as, e.g., $D = \langle t = \text{“Mon 11 am”}, d = \text{“30 min”} \rangle$. Deals can be easily encoded as points in $\mathbb{R}^2$.

Protocol rules are important to prevent malicious or inefficient behaviour. Well-designed rules are crucial when the process involves self-motivated and/or unknown/untrusted opponents. For protocol rules to be effective, agents must be able at any time to verify them using the current negotiation status only.

Given that our framework may allow multi-deal proposals (when $k > 1$), we assume that the following protocol rule is always enforced (hence belongs to set $R$): for all $t > 1$, $|P_t \cap P_{t-1}| \leq 1$. This rule avoids ambiguity in case of acceptance (see Definition 2.3).

Definition 2.3. (Negotiation Outcomes)

Let $\pi = \langle V, s, k, R \rangle$ be a negotiation process whose status at step $T > 1$ is $P = P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_T$. We say that $\pi$ terminates at step $T$ if and only if $T$ is the smallest value such that one of the following two cases holds:

- **success**: $P_T \cap P_{T-1} = \{D\}$ (ag($T$) accepts deal $D$ proposed by ag($T-1$) at step $T-1$)
- **opt-out**: $P_T = \bot$ (ag($T$) opts-out).

If no such $T$ exists, then $\pi$ is **non-terminating** (**non-term**).

Success, opt-out and non-term are the possible negotiation outcomes.

A negotiation process can be infinite (case non-term) or terminate in a finite number of steps, either with an agreement found (case success, where point $D$ is the agreement) or with a failure (case opt-out, where one of the agents proposes $\bot$, which aborts the process).

For a deal to be **acceptable** to an agent, some constraints must be satisfied. Such constraints, which are private information of the single agent, are formalised by Definition 2.4.

Definition 2.4. (Feasibility region)

Let $\pi = \langle V, s, k, R \rangle$ be a negotiation process. The feasibility region of agent $A \in \{0, 1\}$, denoted by $R_A$, is the subset of the negotiation space $\mathbb{R}^{|V|}$ of deals acceptable to $A$.

For agent $A$, any deal in $R_A$ is better than failure. Conversely, any deal outside $R_A$ would not be accepted by agent $A$. Thus, an agreement is any deal $D \in R_0 \cap R_1$.

Example 2.5. (Alice vs. Bob, continued)

Alice wants the meeting no later than Wednesday. Her (private) agenda up to Wednesday is shown in Figure 1a. Normally, Alice needs at least 30 minutes and does not want the meeting to last more than one hour; however, if she has to wait until Wednesday, she would have time during her Tuesday’s trip to prepare new material to show; in this case she wants the meeting to last at least one hour, but no more than 75 minutes. Again, these constraints are private information. Conversely, Bob has his own, private, constraints.

Figure 1b shows Alice’s feasibility region in the 2-dimensional real vector space $\mathbb{R}^2$, as the areas delimited by the three polygons. The region takes into account duties in her agenda (e.g., Alice is busy on Monday from 1pm to 4pm, see Figure 1a).
Agents may have preferences on the deals in their feasibility region. Such preferences are represented by a private utility function.

**Definition 2.6. (Utility Function)**

Let $\pi = (V, s, k, R)$ be a negotiation process. The utility function of agent $A \in \{0, 1\}$, denoted by $u_A$, is a function $R_A \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}$ mapping each deal acceptable to $A$ into a (without loss of generality non-negative) real number. For each pair of deals $D_1, D_2 \in R_A$:

- if $u_A(D_1) > u_A(D_2)$ we say that agent $A$ prefers an agreement on $D_1$ to an agreement on $D_2$;
- if $u_A(D_1) = u_A(D_2)$ we say that agent $A$ considers $D_1$ and $D_2$ equally good.

Figure 1b shows that, e.g., the best agreement for Alice would be a 60-minute long meeting on Monday at 9am (having utility 50). Also, Alice considers, e.g., a 30-minute long meeting on Monday at 12.30pm and a meeting on Wednesday at 3pm (having whichever duration from 30 to 60 minutes) equally good (utility 20). The worst (but still acceptable) deal for Alice is a 60-minute long meeting on Wednesday at 5pm (ending up at 6pm just before Laura’s birthday party). Such a deal has utility value 5. Again, utility information is kept private. We will handle the agent utility function in Section 4 when we present a full strategy for an agent.

We assume (as typically done, see, e.g., [6, 7]) that agents offer only deals in their feasibility region (i.e., agents do not offer deals they are not willing to accept). This does not limit our approach, as suitable ex-post measures (e.g., penalties) can be set up to cope with the case where a deal offered by an agent (but not acceptable to her) is accepted by the other.
3. Now or Never

We are interested in negotiations which are guaranteed to terminate in a finite number of steps (note that, being negotiation variables real-valued, the set of potential agreements is infinite), so we want to avoid case non-term of Definition 2.3. In this section we define a protocol rule, the Now or Never (NoN) rule, which is our key to drive a negotiation process towards termination, avoiding malicious or inefficient agents behaviour. The rule relies on the notions of Definition 3.1.

Definition 3.1. (Convex Region, Convex Hull, Operator $\bigcup$

Let $\mathbb{R}^n$ be the $n$-dimensional real vector space (for any $n>0$). Region $R \subseteq \mathbb{R}^n$ is convex if, for any two points $D_1$ and $D_2$ in $R$, the straight segment $D_1D_2$ is entirely in $R$.

Given a finite set of points $\mathcal{D} \subset \mathbb{R}^n$, the convex hull of $\mathcal{D}$, $\text{conv}(\mathcal{D})$, is the smallest convex region of $\mathbb{R}^n$ containing $\mathcal{D}$.

Given a collection of finite sets of points $\mathcal{D}$, $\bigcup \mathcal{D}$ is the union of the convex hulls of all sets in $\mathcal{D}$: $\bigcup \mathcal{D} = \bigcup_{\mathcal{D} \in \mathcal{D}} \{\text{conv}(\mathcal{D})\}$.

Examples of the concepts above are shown in Figure 2 (in the 2-dimensional real vector space $\mathbb{R}^2$).

Convexity arises often in feasibility regions of agents involved in negotiations. An agent feasibility region is convex if, for any two acceptable deals $D_1$ and $D_2$, all intermediate deals (i.e., those lying on $D_1D_2$) are acceptable as well. In some cases [8, 7, 9] the feasibility region of an agent is entirely convex (consider, e.g., a negotiation instance over a single variable, the price of a good). In other cases this does not hold. However, a feasibility region may always be considered as the union of a number of convex sub-regions. Furthermore, in most real cases, this number is finite and small. Also, in most practical
situations, the closer two acceptable deals $D_1$ and $D_2$, the higher the likelihood that intermediate deals are acceptable as well.

**Example 3.2. (Alice vs. Bob, continued)**
Knowing that deals $\langle t = "Mon at 11am", d = "30 min" \rangle$ and $\langle t = "Wed at 3pm", d = "1 hour" \rangle$ are both acceptable to Bob would not be a strong support for Alice to assume that also $\langle t = "Tue at 1pm", d = "45 min" \rangle$ would be acceptable to him. On the other hand, if $\langle t = "Mon at 9am", d = "40 min" \rangle$ and $\langle t = "Mon at 9.30am", d = "20 min" \rangle$ are both acceptable to Bob, it would not be surprising if also $\langle t = "Mon at 9.15am", d = "30 min" \rangle$ is acceptable.

### 3.1. An Introductory Example
Before formalising the NoN rule (Definition 3.5), we introduce it using our example.

**Example 3.3. (Alice vs. Bob, continued)**
Steps below are shown in Figure 3.

**Steps 1 and 2**
Alice starts the negotiation by sending proposal $P_1 = \{ A^a_1, A^b_1 \}$, thus hoping that Bob will accept one of them. Unfortunately, none of these deals are accepted by Bob, who sends back a proposal consisting of two counteroffers $P_2 = \{ B^a_2, B^b_2 \}$ (see Figure 3a). As none of Bob’s counteroffers, $B^a_2$ and $B^b_2$, belong to \( \text{conv}(\{ A^a_1, A^b_1 \}) = A^a_1 A^b_1 \), all deals in such a region are removed from further consideration (by exploiting the NoN rule). The rationale is as follows:

(a) Bob had no evidence that \( \text{conv}(\{ A^a_1, A^b_1 \}) \) includes deals outside $R_\text{Alice}$ (i.e., at the end of step 1 Bob had no evidence that this portion of $R_\text{Alice}$ is not convex).

(b) Given that Bob has not proposed any such deal therein, then either $R_B \cap \text{conv}(\{ A^a_1, A^b_1 \}) = \emptyset$ (in which case, Bob has no interest at all in proposing there), or Bob has chosen not to go for any such a deal now (as, e.g., he currently aims at higher utility).

(c) In the latter case, the NoN rule forbids Bob to reconsider that decision anymore (never): no deal in \( \text{conv}(\{ A^a_1, A^b_1 \}) \) can be proposed or accepted by Bob in the sequel.

**Step 3**
Alice, having no evidence that \( \text{conv}(\{ B^a_2, B^b_2 \}) \) includes deals outside $R_B$, proposes $P_3$ containing deal $A^a_3 \in \text{conv}(\{ B^a_2, B^b_2 \}) \cap R_\text{Alice}$ (see Figure 3b): by proposing $A^a_3$ she aims at closing the negotiation successfully now, believing that such a deal (intermediate to $B^a_2$ and $B^b_2$) is likely to be acceptable also to Bob. Alice also includes in $P_3$ deal $A^b_3$ (according to her strategy, which is not of interest in this example).
Step 4

The situation at this point is shown in Figure 3b and the sequence of proposals exchanged so far is summarised in Figure 3c.

At step 4 it’s Bob’s turn again. By receiving $P_3 = \{A_a^3, A_b^3\}$, Bob knows that such deals belong to $R_{Alice}$. Assume that Bob rejects $P_3$ by sending a counteroffer. As there is no evidence that $\text{conv}(\{A_a^1, A_a^3, A_b^3\})$, $\text{conv}(\{A_b^1, A_b^3\})$, or $\text{conv}(\{A_a^1, A_b^3\})$ (the 3 light-grey areas in Figure 3b) include deals outside $R_{Alice}$, the NoN rule forces him to take a decision: either Bob includes, in his counteroffer $P_4$, at least one deal (among the $k$ deals he can include in his next proposal) belonging to at least one of such regions (showing Alice that he is potentially interested in reaching an agreement there), or he must forget those regions forever.

Note that the NoN rule does not apply to, e.g., $\text{conv}(\{A_b^1, A_a^3, A_b^3\})$, as this region contains $D_b^2$, which was part of a Bob’s proposal already rejected by Alice. Hence, Alice already has evidence that some of the deals in $\text{conv}(\{A_b^1, A_a^3, A_b^3\})$ are acceptable to Bob and the NoN rule does not forbid agents to further explore that region.

3.2. Rationale and Impact of the NoN Protocol Rule

In this section we informally outline the rationale of the NoN rule and its impact on negotiation processes, before giving a full formalisation of the rule (Section 3.3) and of our main results (Section 3.4).

From Example 3.3 it can be seen that, at each step of the negotiation process, if the set of deals received so far reveals portions of the counterpart’s region for which there is no evidence that they are not convex, then the NoN rule enforces the proposing agent to make a choice:

1. Either she includes, in her next proposal, at least one deal in at least one such portions (now decision); or

2. No deal in any such portions can be offered in the future (never decision).

In case 1 (now decision), the proposing agent shows the counterpart that she is potentially interested in reaching an agreement which is intermediate with respect to a subset of the deals received so far (one of the subsets of the deals received so far whose convex hull has not been already proven to contain points unacceptable to any party).

Note that, when taking a now decision, the proposing agent is free to choose any eligible subset of received deals where to propose next (and none of such subsets will be forbidden in the future). Furthermore, the agent is free to place her proposed deal everywhere within the convex hull of the chosen set of received deals. This makes the NoN rule non-invasive, as agents can exploit their (private) strategy to choose the deals to offer within the various regions.

Also, if multi-deal proposals are allowed, i.e., $k$ (the maximum number of deals in a proposal) is greater than 1, then the proposing agent has full freedom in choosing the remaining $k - 1$ deals to be included in her next proposal. This makes it possible to adapt and exploit any agent strategy in a negotiation process which enforces the NoN rule.

Case 2 (never decision) is used as a mechanism to inject a minimum amount of efficiency into the process. Although the proposing agent is obviously not forced to take a now decision whenever possible, the NoN rule forbids that this decision is reconsidered in the future, as this would lead to possible infinite negotiations.
Figure 3: Alice vs. Bob (Example 3.3).
Proposition 3.6 shows that when a certain condition (which can be assessed independently by each agent using only information on the exchanged deals) is met, then there is no hope to find an agreement in the future, and the process can be safely terminated. Also, Section 4 shows that the NoN rule can be exploited by any agent to ensure that the termination condition arises in a finite number of steps. Importantly, termination is guaranteed independently of the opponent behaviour.

Summing up, the NoN rule can be thought as a (minimally invasive) deterrent, for each agent, to delay the negotiation by not exploiting promising portions of the space of possible agreements which, although containing deals acceptable to her, do not grant herself the utility she currently aims at. As the NoN rule forbids the agents to propose such deals in the future, any such “obstructionist” behaviour has a price in terms of opportunities that must be sacrificed forever.

Of course in our setting (where full privacy is guaranteed), agents have no means to derive that their counterpart is acting in an obstructionist way (i.e., that she does not take now decisions whenever possible). The NoN protocol rule does not forbid obstructionism (which might be crucial for successful negotiators), it does only enforce agents to keep a coherent behaviour during the course of the negotiation.

Non-obstructionist agents are formally defined in Definition 3.7. Non-obstructionist agents genuinely aim at finding an agreement efficiently, even sacrificing their preferences among deals they would accept. However, they are not necessarily collaborative, as they do not disclose to the opponent their constraints and preferences. Proposition 3.8 shows that, in case both agents are non-obstructionist, then the NoN rule guarantees completeness: when the termination condition arises, not only agents know that no mutually acceptable agreement can still be found; agents have also a proof that no mutually acceptable agreement actually exists.

3.3. Formalisation of the NoN Protocol Rule

Compliance of an agent to the NoN rule can be assessed independently by the other agent, by computing sets Never and NoN (Definition 3.4), using only public knowledge, i.e., the set of already exchanged deals.

Definition 3.4. (Sets Never and NoN)

Let \( \pi = (V, s, k, R) \) be a negotiation process and \( \bar{P} = P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_T \) its status at step \( T \geq 1 \). For each agent \( A \in \{0, 1\} \) and each step \( 1 \leq t \leq T \), let \( \text{deals}_A(t) \) be the set of all the deals in \( \bar{P} \) proposed by \( A \) up to step \( t \) (included). Sets \( \text{Never}(t) \) and \( \text{NoN}(t) \) are defined inductively for each \( t \geq 1 \) as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Never}(1) &= \emptyset, \quad \text{NoN}(1) = \{P_1\} \\
\text{Never}(t) &= \begin{cases} 
\text{Never}(t-2) \cup \text{NoN}(t-1) & \text{if } P_t \cap \bigcup \text{NoN}(t-1) = \emptyset \\
\text{Never}(t-2) \cup \{D\} & \text{if } D \in \text{NoN}(t-1) 
\end{cases} \\
\text{NoN}(t) &= \{D \subseteq \text{deals}_{ag(t)}(t) \mid \text{conv}(D) \cap \bigcup \text{Never}(t) = \emptyset \}
\end{align*}
\]

where \( P_t \) is the proposal sent by \( ag(t) \) at step \( t \) and \( \text{Never}(0) = \emptyset \).

At each step \( t \), \( \bigcup \text{NoN}(t) \) represents the region, defined by \( ag(t) \)'s deals, for which the other agent \( 1 - ag(t) \) needs, in the next step \( t+1 \) to take a NoN decision: to include in her proposal at least one
deal therein (showing to \(ag(t)\) that she is potentially interested to that region) or to neglect that region forever. In case multi-deal proposals are allowed, i.e., \(k > 1\), \(ag(t)\) can choose in full freedom up to \(k - 1\) other deals to be included in her next proposal.

Similarly, \(\bigcup Never(t)\) represents the region, defined by \((1 - ag(t))\)'s deals, for which \(ag(t)\) has taken a never decision. Deals therein cannot be offered any more.

We have that \(\bigcup Never(t) \supseteq \bigcup Never(t - 2)\) for all \(t \geq 2\), i.e., sequences \(Never(t)\) for odd and even values of \(t\) are monotonically non-decreasing. Figure 3 shows NoN and Never regions at all steps of Example 3.3.

Definition 3.5 formalises our NoN protocol rule, which forbids agents to reconsider never decisions already taken.

**Definition 3.5. (Now or Never Protocol Rule)**

Status \(\mathcal{P} = \mathcal{P}_1, \mathcal{P}_2, \ldots, \mathcal{P}_T\) of negotiation process \(\pi = \langle V, s, k, R \rangle\) satisfies the NoN protocol rule if, for all steps \(2 \leq t \leq T\), \(\mathcal{P}_t \cap \bigcup Never(t - 2) = \emptyset\).

### 3.4. Main Results

Despite the simplicity of the NoN rule of Definition 3.5, Proposition 3.6 (proof delayed to Appendix B) shows that it is enough to allow agents to infer whether no further agreements are possible.

**Proposition 3.6. (Termination Condition)**

Let \(\pi = \langle V, s, k, R \rangle\) be a negotiation process where the NoN rule is enforced and let \(\mathcal{P} = \mathcal{P}_1, \mathcal{P}_2, \ldots, \mathcal{P}_T\) be the status of \(\pi\) at step \(T \geq 2\).

If \(R_{ag(T)} \subseteq \bigcup Never(T - 1) \cup \bigcup Never(T - 2)\) and \(\mathcal{P}_T\) is not a singleton \(\{D\} \subseteq \mathcal{P}_T\), then:

(a) There exists no extension \(\mathcal{P}' = \mathcal{P}_1, \mathcal{P}_2, \ldots, \mathcal{P}_{T - 1}, \mathcal{P}_T, \ldots, \mathcal{P}_{T'}\) of \(\mathcal{P}\) to step \(T' > T\) such that \(\mathcal{P}_{T'} = \{D\} \subseteq \mathcal{P}_{T' - 1}\).

(b) For all \(D \in R_0 \cap R_1\), there exists \(1 < t_D < T\) such that \(D \in \bigcup NoN(t_D - 1) \cap \bigcup Never(t_D)\).

A consequence of (a) is that, if at step \(T \geq 2\), \(R_{ag(T)} \subseteq \bigcup Never(T - 1) \cup \bigcup Never(T - 2)\) and agent \(ag(T)\) cannot or does not want to accept a deal offered in the last incoming proposal \(\mathcal{P}_{T - 1}\), she can safely opt-out by proposing \(\mathcal{P}_T = \perp\), as she has no hope to reach an agreement in the future. Also, from (b), for every mutually acceptable agreement \(D\), there was a step \(t_D < T\) in which agent \(ag(t_D)\) took a never decision on a NoN region containing \(D\). This means that \(ag(t_D)\), although knowing that \(D \in R_{ag(t_D)}\) was likely to be acceptable also to the opponent (because she had no evidence, at that time, that the portions of the opponent region defined by deals in \(NoN(t_D - 1)\) were not convex), explicitly decided not to take that chance and proposed elsewhere.

As anticipated in Section 3.2, NoN can be thought as a (minimally invasive) deterrent, for each agent, to delay the negotiation by ignoring plausible agreements which, although acceptable to her, do not grant herself the utility she currently aims at. As NoN forbids the agents to propose such deals in the future, any such “obstructionist” behaviour has a price in terms of opportunities that must be sacrificed forever.

Definition 3.7 defines non-obstructionist agents. As outlined in Section 3.2, non-obstructionist agents (although not being necessarily collaborative, as they do not disclose to the opponent their constraints and preferences) genuinely aim at finding an agreement efficiently, even sacrificing their preferences among deals they would accept.
Definition 3.7. (Non-obstructionist Agent)
Let \( \pi = \langle V, s, k, R \rangle \) be a negotiation process where the NoN rule is enforced. Agent \( A \in \{0, 1\} \) is non-obstructionist if her strategy satisfies the following conditions for all \( t \geq 2 \) such that \( \text{ag}(t) = A \):

1. if \( P_{t-1} \cap R_A \neq \emptyset \), then \( P_t = \{D\} \subseteq P_{t-1} \cap R_A \)
2. else if \( \bigcup \text{NoN}(t-1) \cap R_A \neq \emptyset \), then \( P_t \cap \bigcup \text{NoN}(t-1) \neq \emptyset \).

A non-obstructionist agent \( A \) accepts any acceptable deal \( D \in R_A \) and takes a now decision at all steps \( t \) when \( \bigcup \text{NoN}(t-1) \) intersects \( R_A \).

Proposition 3.8 (Completeness)
Let \( \pi = \langle V, s, k, R \rangle \) be a negotiation process between two non-obstructionist agents where the NoN rule is enforced.

If \( \pi \) reaches, at step \( T - 1 \geq 2 \), status \( \vec{P} = P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_{T-1} \) s.t. \( R_{\text{ag}(T)} \subseteq \bigcup \text{Never}(T - 1) \cup \bigcup \text{Never}(T - 2) \), then \( R_0 \cap R_1 = \emptyset \).

4. A Terminating Strategy Based on Monotonic Concessions

Propositions 3.6 and 3.8 show that the Now or Never (NoN) rule allows each agent to detect when the negotiation process can be safely terminated, as no agreement can be found in the sequel. However, still the termination condition may not arise in a finite number of steps.

In this section we show that, with NoN, termination can be enforced by any agent alone, without relying on the willingness to terminate of the counterpart. To this end, from now on we focus on one agent only, which we call agent \( A \) (\( A \) can be either 0 or 1). To ease presentation, the other agent, agent \( 1 - A \), will be called agent \( B \).

We make some assumptions on the feasibility region of agent \( A \):

(a) \( R_A \) is bounded and defined as the union \( P_1 \cup \cdots \cup P_q \) of a finite number \( q \) of convex sub-regions;

(b) Each convex sub-region \( P_i \) (\( 1 \leq i \leq q \)) of \( R_A \) is defined by linear constraints, hence is a (bounded) polyhedron in \( \mathbb{R}^{|V|} \).

Any bounded feasibility region can be approximated arbitrarily well with a (sufficiently large) union of bounded polyhedra. However, in many practical cases, a small number of polyhedra suffices.

Deals in \( R_A \) may not be equally worth for agent \( A \), who may have a (again, private) utility function \( u_A \) to maximize. We assume that \( u_A \) is piecewise-linear and defined (without loss of generality) by a linear function

\[
u_A^i = c^i + \sum_{v \in V} a_{i,v} \cdot v\]

(with \( a_{i,v} \)'s and \( c^i \) being real coefficients) for each polyhedron \( P_i \) of \( R_A \) (\( 1 \leq i \leq q \)). For this definition to be well founded, if a deal \( D \) belongs to two different polyhedra \( P_i \) and \( P_j \) of \( R_A \), it must be \( u_A^i(D) = u_A^j(D) \).
Figure 4: The three phases of our NoN-compliant agent strategy.

\( u_A^i(D) \). Note that, again, any differentiable utility function can be approximated arbitrarily well with a piecewise-linear utility, provided \( R_A \) is decomposed in an enough number of polyhedra.

In this setting, we define a full strategy for agent \( A \) for negotiation processes \( \pi = \langle \mathcal{V}, s, k, \mathcal{R} \rangle \) for which \( k \geq 2 \), i.e., in which exchanged proposals can contain multiple deals. Although our strategy is correct independently of the opponent region shape, it is designed for the common cases where agent \( A \) believes that the opponent feasibility region is the union of a small number of convex sub-regions (not necessarily polyhedra). Hence, a task of agent \( A \) while following the strategy is to discover non-convexities of the opponent region during negotiation and take them into account.

Our strategy is inspired by (but different from) the well-known mechanism of Monotonic Concessions (MC) [4]. It has three phases, utility-driven, non-obstructionist, and terminating phases, which are executed in the given order (see Figure 4).

Algorithm 1 shows high-level pseudo-code for the knowledge base and the main loop of our agent (agent \( A \)). As all procedures called by the main loop need to have access to most of the agent knowledge base and do modify components of the agent knowledge base, for simplicity of presentation we defined the agent knowledge base as a set of global variables. Pseudo-code of the procedures called by the main loop are reported in Algorithms 2, 3, 4 and 5.

4.1. Utility-Driven Phase

Agent \( A \) keeps and dynamically revises two utility thresholds, \( \alpha \) and \( u \), which are, respectively, the responding and the proposing threshold. At each step \( t \) such that \( ag(t) = A \), agent \( A \) uses:

(a) Threshold \( \alpha \) to decide whether to take a now decision (if \( t > 1 \)), by including, in the proposal \( \mathcal{P}_t \) she will propose next, a deal in \( \bigcup \mathcal{J} \text{NoN}(t - 1) \) (possibly accepting one deal in \( \mathcal{P}_{t-1} \)) having at least utility \( \alpha \), and

(b) Threshold \( u \) to select the other deals to include in \( \mathcal{P}_t \) (\( t \geq 1 \)).

By generalising [2, 7], \( \alpha \) is a function of the agent \( A \) utility of the best deal \( D_{\text{next}} \) that would be chosen in step (b). In particular, \( \alpha = u_A(D_{\text{next}}) - \text{span} \cdot \xi \), where \( \text{span} \) is the absolute difference of the extreme values of \( u_A \) in \( R_A \) and \( 0 \leq \xi \leq 1 \) is a parameter (possibly varying during the negotiation) called respond policy. Hence, if \( \xi = 1 \), agent \( A \) accepts all acceptable deals and takes a now decision whenever possible, behaving in a non-obstructionist way (Definition 3.7). On the other extreme, if \( \xi = 0 \) the agent accepts only incoming deals \( D \in R_A \) that are not worse than the best proposal \( D_{\text{next}} \) that would be chosen next in step (b), upon rejection of \( D \). Pseudo-code for computing \( \alpha \) is outlined as function \( \text{alpha()} \) in Algorithm 2. Note that, ultimately, \( \alpha \) is a function of \( u \).
// agent knowledge base

1 global variables
   // parameters of agent A
2 \( R_A \): feasibility region;
3 \( u_A \): utility function;
4 \( \xi \): respond policy;
5 \( \text{span} \): abs. difference of extreme values of \( u_A \) in \( R_A \);
   // negotiation process status
6 \( t \): current time step;
7 \( \mathcal{P} \): sequence \( \mathcal{P}_0, \ldots, \mathcal{P}_t \) of proposals exchanged so far;
8 \( \mathcal{u} \): proposing threshold;
9 \( \text{current\_phase} \): current phase of the negotiation process (i.e., utility-driven, non-obstructionist, terminating, done);

// main agent loop
10 procedure run()
11 \( \mathcal{P} \leftarrow \) empty sequence of exchanged proposals;
12 \( u \leftarrow \) maximum value of utility function \( u_A \) within \( R_A \);
13 \( \text{current\_phase} \leftarrow \) utility-driven;
14 \( t \leftarrow 1; \)
15 \( \mathcal{P}_0 \leftarrow \emptyset; \)
16 while \( \text{current\_phase} \neq \text{done} \) do
17   if \( \text{ag}(t) = B \) then
      // counterpart's turn
18     \( \text{recv} \ \mathcal{P}_t; \)
19     if \( \mathcal{P}_t = \bot \) then
20       \( \text{current\_phase} \leftarrow \) done ; // counterpart opted out
21     else
22       if \( \mathcal{P}_t \cap \mathcal{P}_{t-1} = \{ D \} \) then
23         \( \text{current\_phase} \leftarrow \) done ; // c’part accepted deal \( D \) in my last proposal
24     else
25       // my turn: build proposal \( \mathcal{P}_t \) to be sent
26       \( \text{respond}(); \) // possibly accept an incoming deal or take now decision
27       if \( \text{current\_phase} \neq \text{done} \) then
28         // not accepted any of the last incoming deals
29         \( \text{propose<current\_phase>>();} \)
30       send \( \mathcal{P}_t; \)
31     \( t++; \)
32   \)

Algorithm 1: Our NoN-compliant MC-based strategy for Agent A.
Our strategy for this phase is decomposed into responding, proposing and conceding sub-strategies as in [10], after an initialisation phase (see Algorithm 1, line 11) where agent \( A \) sets \( u \) to the highest utility of deals in \( R_A \) (as in the spirit of MC).

### 4.1.1. Responding

At step \( t \geq 2 \), after that agent \( A \) has received proposal \( \mathcal{P}_{t-1} \neq \bot \), proposal \( \mathcal{P}_t \) is chosen as follows (see procedure respond() in Algorithm 2). Let \( R_A^\alpha = \{ D \in R_A \mid u_A(D) \geq \alpha \} \).

1. If \( \mathcal{P}_{t-1} \) contains deals in \( R_A^\alpha - \bigcup \text{Never}(t-2) \), then \( \mathcal{P}_t = \{ D \} \), where \( D \) is one such a deal giving agent \( A \) the highest utility (i.e., agent \( A \) accepts the best deal \( D \) among those acceptable in \( \mathcal{P}_{t-1} \) granting herself at least utility \( \alpha \), see Algorithm 2, line 6).

   Otherwise:

2. \( \mathcal{P}_t \) contains a deal in \( (\bigcup \text{NoN}(t-1) \cap R_A^\alpha) - \bigcup \text{Never}(t-2) \) if and only if this region is not empty (now decision taken, see Algorithm 2, line 11).

   Given that the closer deals in a set \( D \) defining \( \text{NoN}(t-1) \) (see Definition 3.4) the more likely they belong to a single convex sub-region of \( R_B \), as for case 2, agent \( A \) selects a deal with the highest utility in a set \( D \) having the minimum diameter.

   Unless agent \( A \) has accepted an incoming deal (case 1), proposal \( \mathcal{P}_t \) (see Algorithm 1, line 26) may contain additional deals (as to make \( |\mathcal{P}_t| = k \geq 2 \) if possible), chosen according the proposing sub-strategy.

### 4.1.2. Proposing

The proposing sub-strategy of the utility-driven phase is outlined as procedure propose<utility-driven>() in Algorithm 3.

Let \( R_A^u = \{ D \in R_A \mid u_A(D) \geq u \} \). Region \( R_A^u \) is again a union of bounded polyhedra, as \( u_A \) is piecewise-linear. Deals to be proposed in \( \mathcal{P}_t \) are selected among vertices of \( R_A^u \) (some of them can be vertices of the overall region \( R_A \)) which do not belong to \( \bigcup \text{Never}(t-2) \), as agent \( A \) needs to comply with the NoN rule. If \( t > 1 \), vertices of \( R_A^u \) to be proposed will be carefully selected by reasoning on the evidence provided by the past opponent behaviour. The reasoning is as follows.

Let \( \hat{n}(t) \) be the minimum number of convex sub-regions that must compose \( R_B - \bigcup \text{Never}(t-1) \), i.e., the opponent region minus the regions for which the opponent has taken a never decision (and in which, by the NoN rule, no agreements can be found in the sequel): \( \hat{n}(t) \) is the minimum value such that there exists a \( \hat{n}(t) \)-partition \( \{ \mathcal{D}_1, \ldots, \mathcal{D}_{\hat{n}(t)} \} \) of deals\( _B(t-1) \) (i.e., a mapping of each opponent deal to one sub-region) such that for all \( 1 \leq j \leq \hat{n}(t) \), \( \text{conv}(\mathcal{D}_j) \cap \bigcup \text{Never}(t-1) = \emptyset \).

Agent \( A \) temporarily focuses on \( \hat{n}(t) \), assuming that \( R_B - \bigcup \text{Never}(t-1) \) is the union of exactly \( \hat{n}(t) \) convex sub-regions. We call this assumption Non-obstructionist Opponent Assumption (NOA). Under NOA, agent \( A \) tries to regard the past opponent behaviour as non-obstructionist, hence interprets the already taken never decisions as an admission that \( R_B \cap \bigcup \text{Never}(t-1) = \emptyset \) (Proposition 3.8). Value \( \hat{n}(t) \) is the minimum number of convex sub-regions that must compose \( R_B \) which is consistent with this (optimistic) hypothesis.
1 procedure respond()
2 \( \mathcal{P}_t \leftarrow \emptyset; \)
3 if \( t = 1 \) then return;
4 \( \alpha \leftarrow \text{alpha}(); \)
5 \( R^\alpha_A \leftarrow \{ D \in R_A \mid u_A(D) \geq \alpha \}; \)
6 if \( \mathcal{P}_{t-1} \cap R^\alpha_A \cap \bigcup \text{Never}(t-2) \neq \emptyset \)
7 // accept best acceptable deal in incoming proposal
8 \( D \leftarrow \text{deal in } \mathcal{P}_{t-1} \cap R^\alpha_A \cap \bigcup \text{Never}(t-2) \text{ with highest utility}; \)
9 \( \mathcal{P}_t \leftarrow \{ D \}; \)
10 current\_phase \leftarrow \text{done};
11 else
12 \( \text{if current\_phase \neq terminating and } (\bigcup \text{Never}(t-1) \cap R^\alpha_A) \neq \emptyset \) then
13 \( D \leftarrow \text{deal in } \text{Never}(t-1) \cap R^\alpha_A \text{ with highest utility, belonging to a set } \mathcal{D} \in \text{Never}(t-1) \text{ having minimum diameter}; \)
14 \( \mathcal{P}_t \leftarrow \{ D \}; \)
15 \text{function alpha()}
16 \( \text{if current\_phase = utility-driven then} \)
17 \( \text{// invoke propose() in order to discover best deal } D_{\text{next}} \text{ that would be chosen} \)
18 \( (u_{\text{b kp}}, \mathcal{P}_{\text{b kp}}) \leftarrow (u, \mathcal{P}_t); \text{// back up data possibly changed by propose()} \)
19 \( \mathcal{P}_t \leftarrow \emptyset; \)
20 propose\&lt;current\_phase\&gt;(); \text{// invoke propose(), which populates } \mathcal{P}_t \)
21 \( D_{\text{next}} \leftarrow \text{deal in } \mathcal{P}_t \text{ with highest utility}; \)
22 \( (u, \mathcal{P}_t) \leftarrow (u_{\text{b kp}}, \mathcal{P}_{\text{b kp}}); \text{// undo changes} \)
23 return \( u_A(D_{\text{next}}) - \text{span} \cdot \xi; \)
24 \text{else return minimum utility within } R_A; \)

Algorithm 2: Procedure respond() and function alpha() (used in all phases).
1 procedure propose<utility-driven>()
2 current_phase ← utility-driven phase;
3 at_least_one_vertex_chosen ← false;
4 while |P_t| < k do
5 \(R^u_A\) ← \(\{D \in R_A | u_A(D) \geq u\}\); 
6 vertices ← vertices of \(R^u_A\) not in \((\bigcup \text{Never}(t-2)) \cup \Pi(t) \cup P_t\);
7 if vertices = \(\emptyset\) then
8 if at_least_one_vertex_chosen then
9 // no more vertices, but at least one vertex has been chosen: \(P_t\) ready to be sent
10 break;
11 else
12 // \(P_t\) still with no vertices: try to concede utility
13 conceded ← concede();
14 if not conceded then
15 // cannot concede: move to non-obstr. phase
16 propose<non-obstructionist>();
17 else
18 \(D\) ← best vertex under NOA within vertices;
19 \(P_t\) ← \(P_t \cup \{D\}\);
20 at_least_one_vertex_chosen ← true;
21 function concede()
22 if \(u \leq \min_{D \in R_A} (u_A(D))\) then
23 // \(u\) is already at its minimum
24 return false;
25 else
26 \(u\) ← \(u - \Delta u\);
27 return true;

Algorithm 3: Utility-driven phase: procedure propose<utility-driven>() and function concede().
Agent $A$ computes the subsets $\mathcal{D}$ of the opponent deals that might belong to the same convex sub-region of $R_B - \bigcup \text{Never}(t-1)$, provided that NOA is correct. We call these sets of deals Possible Opponent Clusters (POCs) (Definition 4.1).

**Definition 4.1. (Possible Opponent Clusters)**

Let $\pi = (\mathcal{V}, s, k, \mathcal{R})$ be a negotiation process where the NoN rule is enforced. At any time step $t$ such that $\text{ag}(t) = A$, the set $\mathcal{K}(t)$ of Possible Opponent Clusters (POCs) is defined as:

$$\mathcal{K}(t) = \left\{ \mathcal{D} \subseteq \text{deals}_B(t-1) \mid \exists \tilde{n}(t)\text{-partition } \{\mathcal{D}_1, \ldots, \mathcal{D}_{\tilde{n}(t)}\} \text{ of } \text{deals}_B(t-1) \text{ s.t. } \forall j \in [1, \tilde{n}(t)] \text{ conv}(\mathcal{D}_j) \cap \bigcup \text{Never}(t-1) = \emptyset \right\}$$

(1)

Definition 4.2 recalls the notion of projection from [8].

**Definition 4.2. (Projection)**

Let $R$ and $R'$ be two (bounded or unbounded) regions of $\mathbb{R}^n$ for some $n > 0$. The projection of $R$ onto $R'$, notation $\text{proj}(R, R')$, is the set of points $X$ for which there exists $Y \in R$ such that $XY$ intersects $R'$.

Region $\text{proj}(R, R')$ is an unbounded polyhedron if both $R$ and $R'$ are polyhedra and $\text{proj}(R, R' \cup R'') = \text{proj}(R, R') \cup \text{proj}(R, R'')$. Figure 5 shows an example of projection of $R$ onto $R'$ in $\mathbb{R}^2$, where $\text{proj}(R, R')$ is the unbounded grey area.

Provided that NOA is correct, agent $A$ can derive (Proposition 4.3, proof delayed to Appendix B) that region

$$\Pi(t) = \bigcap_{\mathcal{D} \in \mathcal{K}(t)} \text{proj}\left(\text{conv}(\mathcal{D}), \bigcup \text{Never}(t-1)\right)$$

(2)

does not contain agreements that can be still reached.

**Proposition 4.3.** If, at step $t \geq 3$ such that $\text{ag}(t) = A$, NOA is correct, then:

$$\Pi(t) \cap (R_B - \bigcup \text{Never}(t-1)) = \emptyset.$$

**Example 4.4. (Alice vs. Bob, continued)**

Consider Figure 6. At step 4 Bob sent Alice proposal $\mathcal{P}_4 = \{B_4^a\}$. At step 5 (Alice’s turn), $\tilde{n}(5)$ is 3, as it is clear that $B_2^a$, $B_2^b$, and $B_4^a$ belong to all-different convex sub-regions of $R_{Bob} - \bigcup \text{Never}(4)$.
POCs are \( \mathcal{K}(5) = \{ \{B_2^a\}, \{B_2^b\}, \{B_4^a\}\} \). Region \( \Pi(5) \) is the area in light-grey: if NOA is correct (\( R_{Bob} - \bigcup \text{Never}(4) \) or, equivalently, \( R_{Bob} \) if Bob is non-obstructionist, consists of exactly 3 convex sub-regions), then no \( X \in \Pi(5) \) can belong to \( R_{Bob} - \bigcup \text{Never}(4) \).

Besides always ignoring vertices in \( \bigcup \text{Never}(t - 2) \) (as to comply with the NoN rule), as a result of Proposition 4.3 agent \( A \) (exploiting NOA) can temporarily ignore vertices of \( R^u_A \) in \( \Pi(t) \) while choosing deals to propose at step \( t \). By exploiting the fail-first principle, we define the following criterion (best vertex under NOA, used in Algorithm 3, line 15) to select the next vertices in \( R^u_A - \Pi(t) \) (and not in \( \bigcup \text{Never}(t - 2) \)) to propose: those that, if rejected, would make the highest number of vertices be excluded in the next step, under NOA.

4.1.3. Conceding

When no more vertices in \( R^u_A - \Pi(t) \) (and not in \( \bigcup \text{Never}(t - 2) \)) can be proposed, agent \( A \) reduces threshold \( u \), if possible, by a given amount \( \Delta u > 0 \) (see function \( \text{concede()} \) in Algorithm 3, used in line 11 and defined from line 18). Value \( \Delta u \) is the agent concession policy and its value, possibly varying during time (see, e.g., [6]), depends on the application. Reducing \( u \) is in the spirit of MC (where the agent increases during time the opponent utility of the proposed deals). Differently from MC, here agent \( A \) reduces own utility of the deals she proposes (with the goal of approaching opponent’s demand), as she has no information about opponent utility.

Given that \( k \) (the maximum number of deals in a proposal) is greater than 1, agent \( A \) proposes a new vertex in \( R^u_A - \Pi(t) \) (and not in \( \bigcup \text{Never}(t - 2) \)) at each step \( t \) such that \( \text{ag}(t) = A \), independently of whether she has taken a now decision (point 2 of Section 4.1.1) or not. This ensures that agent \( A \) will always concede utility after a finite number of steps (where no more vertices in \( R^u_A - \Pi(t) \) and not in \( \bigcup \text{Never}(t - 2) \) are available), independently of the behaviour of the counterpart (on which now decisions taken by agent \( A \) ultimately depend). On the contrary, if \( k = 1 \), agent \( A \) could spend an arbitrarily high number of steps in taking now decisions (if the counterpart always proposes deals satisfying condition of point 2 of Section 4.1.1), and never concede utility.

Always conceding utility \( \Delta u > 0 \) (and greater than an arbitrarily small \( \varepsilon > 0 \)) after a finite number
of steps guarantees that there will be a step $\hat{T}$ ($ag(\hat{T}) = A$) in which agent $A$ reduces $u$ and $R^u_A$ becomes equal to $R_A$ (i.e., $u$ cannot be further reduced). From step $\hat{T}$ onwards, the strategy of agent $A$ moves to the non-obstructionist phase.

### 4.2. Non-Obstructionist Phase

Our strategy for this phase is decomposed into responding and proposing sub-strategies. As utility threshold $u$ has already reached its minimum, in this phase there is no conceding sub-strategy.

#### 4.2.1. Responding

The responding sub-strategy is identical to that of the utility-driven phase (see Section 4.1.1 and procedure respond() in Algorithm 2), but now $\alpha$ (as $u$) is set to the minimum utility within the agent feasibility region $R_A$. Hence, in the non-obstructionist phase agent $A$ accepts any incoming acceptable deal and takes a now decision whenever possible. Thus, the agent is now certainly non-obstructionist, independently of the value of her respond policy $\xi$.

#### 4.2.2. Proposing

As a result of acting in a non-obstructionist way, from step $\hat{T}$ onwards the following result (Proposition 4.5) holds. Proof is delayed to Appendix B.

**Proposition 4.5.** For each step $t \geq \hat{T}$ such that $ag(t) = A$, $R_A \cap \bigcup Never(t - 2) = R_A \cap \bigcup Never(\hat{T} - 2)$.

Hence, for each step $t \geq \hat{T}$ such that $ag(t) = A$, if agent $A$ has not accepted an incoming deal by means of the responding sub-strategy, the region in which the additional deals to propose will be selected (as to make $|P_t| = k \geq 2$ whenever possible), i.e., $R_A - \bigcup Never(t - 2)$, is steadily equal to $R_A - \bigcup Never(\hat{T} - 2)$.

In this phase, agent $A$ aims at proposing vertices of $R_A - \bigcup Never(\hat{T} - 2)$ with the goal of eventually covering this region with the never set of the opponent, as to reach the termination condition of Proposition 3.6. Pseudo-code for the proposing sub-strategy of the non-obstructionist phase is shown as procedure propose<non-obstructionist>() in Algorithm 4.

Unfortunately, as both $R_A$ and $\bigcup Never(\hat{T} - 2)$ are unions of polyhedra, their difference might not be represented as a union of polyhedra. Anyway, it can be always represented as a union of Not Necessarily Closed (NNC) polyhedra, i.e., polyhedra possibly defined by some strict inequalities, with some of their faces and vertices not belonging to them. In order to comply with the NoN rule, the agent must not propose vertices of $R_A - \bigcup Never(\hat{T} - 2)$ not belonging to that region, as they would belong to $\bigcup Never(\hat{T} - 2)$. The problem is solved (see Algorithm 4, line 5) by computing a suitable under-approximation $|R_A - \bigcup Never(\hat{T} - 2)| \subseteq R_A - \bigcup Never(\hat{T} - 2)$ which can be defined as a union of bounded (and closed) polyhedra. Note that such an under-approximation can be computed in order to make the error

$$R^\text{err}_A = (R_A - \bigcup Never(\hat{T} - 2)) - (R_A - \bigcup Never(\hat{T} - 2))$$

arbitrarily small. As a special case, if agent $A$ was non-obstructionist from the beginning of the negotiation process, $R_A \cap \bigcup Never(T - 2) = \emptyset$ and $R^\text{err}_A = \emptyset$. 
Agent $A$ continues to use both NOA and $\Pi(t)$ as defined in the utility-driven phase. In particular, the agent proposes vertices of $[R_A - \bigcup Never(t - 2)]$ which are not in $\Pi(t)$. When no more such vertices can be proposed, NOA is gradually relaxed (i.e., $\hat{n}(t)$ is gradually increased) and the remaining vertices of $[R_A - \bigcup Never(T - 2)]$ are enabled (see Algorithm 4, line 12). By construction, $\hat{n}(t)$ cannot grow beyond the number of deals proposed by the opponent so far. If also in that case $\Pi(t)$ covers $[R_A - \bigcup Never(T - 2)]$, the agent sets $\Pi(t)$ to $\bigcup \hat{\Delta} (t)$, hence assumes that $R_B$ consists of at least one convex sub-region not yet disclosed by the opponent (i.e., not containing any of the past incoming deals).

As it happens in the utility-driven phase, given that multi-deal proposals are allowed ($k \geq 2$), all vertices will be proposed within a finite number of steps independently of the number of now decisions taken. When all vertices have been proposed and no agreement has been reached, agent $A$ enters the terminating phase (see Algorithm 4, line 11).

4.3. Terminating Phase

In this phase, agent $A$ continues by sending empty proposals until she receives and accepts an acceptable deal (see procedure respond() in Algorithm 2) or infers $R_A - R_A^A \subseteq \bigcup \hat{\Delta} (t - 1) \cup \bigcup Never(t - 2)$ (see procedure propose<terminating>() in Algorithm 5). Proposition 4.6 (proof delayed to Appendix B) states that also this condition will arise in a finite number of steps.

**Proposition 4.6.** Let $\pi = \langle V, s, k, R \rangle$ be a negotiation process ($k \geq 2$) where the NoN rule is enforced. If any agent $A \in \{0, 1\}$ uses the strategy above, then, within a finite number of steps $T \geq \hat{T} \geq 2$ such that
1 **procedure** `propose<terminating>()`
2 `current_phase ←` terminating phase;
3 if \( R_A - R_A^{\text{err}} \subseteq \bigcup \text{Never}(t-1) \cup \bigcup \text{Never}(t-2) \) then
   // termination condition reached
4 `\( \mathcal{P}_t \leftarrow \bot; \)`
5 `current_phase ←` done;

**Algorithm 5:** Terminating phase: procedure `propose<terminating>()`.

\( \text{ag}(T) = A \), either an agreement is found or condition \( R_A - R_A^{\text{err}} \subseteq \bigcup \text{Never}(T-1) \cup \bigcup \text{Never}(T-2) \) is satisfied.

Condition of Proposition 4.6 can be considered the termination condition of Proposition 3.6 in case agent \( A \) had admissible region \( R_A - R_A^{\text{err}} \). Given that region \( R_A^{\text{err}} \) can be chosen as to be arbitrarily small, agent \( A \) can terminate the negotiation when this condition is reached. Any possible remaining acceptable deals would be in the (arbitrarily small) region \( R_A^{\text{err}} \).

We stress again that, in case agent \( A \) is non-obstructionist from the beginning, for all \( t \geq \hat{T} \) such that \( \text{ag}(t) = A, R_A^{\text{err}} \) can be made empty. Hence, as it happens for any acceptable deal in \( R_A \cap \bigcup \text{Never}(t-2) = R_A \cap \bigcup \text{Never}(T-2) \), any acceptable deal in \( R_A^{\text{err}} \) can be considered as an opportunity (with arbitrarily small Euclidean distance to \( R_A \cap \bigcup \text{Never}(T-2) \)) that agent \( A \) had to sacrifice for having behaved in an obstructionist way (at most) up to step \( \hat{T} - 2 \).

### 5. Handling Discrete and Categorical Variables

Discrete variables (e.g., integer and boolean) are very important to model requirements in many scenarios. In case all variables have a discrete and finite domain, the number of possible agreements is obviously finite. However, it would be practically infeasible to consider in turn all of them, given their huge number.

The NoN rule works also when (some of) the variables are discrete (e.g., integer or categorical), if we consider the union of the integer hulls [11] of the polyhedra in the NoN and Never sets of Definition 3.4.

Integer Linear Programming results tell us that the integer hull of a polyhedron can still be represented with linear (plus integrality) constraints. Vertices of this new polyhedron have integer coordinates. Hence, the NoN rule as well as our NoN-compliant strategy of Section 4 and the underlying projection-based reasoning can be adapted to prune the space of the possible agreements: only the branches that deal with now decisions need to be refined (deals in \( \bigcup \text{NoN}(t-1) \) proposed at step \( t \) need to have integer coordinates).

Also, \( R_A - \bigcup \text{Never}(\hat{T} - 2) \) can always be represented by an union of closed polyhedra, hence \( R_A^{\text{err}} \) can be always made empty.

Categorical variables can be tackled by fixing an ordering of their domain (common to both parties) and mapping them onto integers.

**Example 5.1. (Alice vs. Bob, Categorical Negotiation Variables)**

We consider a variation of the Alice vs. Bob example, where negotiation variables are \( t \) (start time) and
Both variables are categorical, with \( t \) having domain \{morning, lunch, early aft., late aft.\} and \( l \) having domain \{Alice’s office, Bob’s office, Downtown, Headquarters\}.

Figure 7 shows Alice’s region. After having fixed a total ordering among the values of the domains of the two variables (common knowledge between agents), Alice’s region can be regarded as the union of 3 bounded polyhedra, whose vertices have integer coordinates.

6. Implementation

Our framework has at its core well-studied tasks in computational geometry and (integer) linear programming \[11\]. However, to our knowledge, the exact complexity of the agent’s reasoning is unknown, as these core tasks must be repeated on sets of exchanged deals. Still, existing libraries of computational geometry algorithms can manage the size of instances needed for practical scenarios.

We have implemented a Java system that uses the Parma Polyhedra Library (PPL) \[12\] to compute polyhedra, convex hulls, and projections, and an all-solutions SAT solver \[13\] to revise \( \hat{n}(t) \) and Possible Opponent Clusters (POCs).

6.1. Computing Polyhedra, Convex Hulls and Projections

Our system uses the PPL \[12\] for computing and reasoning on polyhedra, convex hulls and projections.

PPL is a C++ library (with interfaces to other programming languages, among which Java) for the manipulation of numerical information that can be represented by points in some \( n \)-dimensional vector space. In particular, one of the key domains supported by PPL is that of convex polyhedra.

PPL is able to handle bounded and unbounded polyhedra, closed or not. Polyhedra are represented in two forms: the implicit representation by means of linear inequalities and the explicit representation by means of points, closure points (among which vertices), rays and lines. For each polyhedron of interest (e.g., convex hulls or projections) our system exploits the most efficient representation. Suitable operations among polyhedra (e.g., intersection) are executed by using the rich API provided by PPL.

6.2. Computing Possible Opponent Clusters

Our system computes and revises POCs by encoding the problem into a SAT instance, and uses Sat4j \[13\] to compute all solutions, as typically done in explicit model checking (see, e.g., \[14, 15, 16, 17\]).
Sat4j is a Java package for solving Boolean satisfaction and optimisation problems. It can solve SAT, All-SAT, Max-SAT, Pseudo-Boolean, and Minimally Unsatisfiable Subset problems. Being in Java, of course Sat4j cannot compete in speed with C/C++ solvers. However, as our All-SAT instances are quite small, using Sat4j resulted in a good compromise between performance and simplicity of interoperation with our Java implementation.

Our system implementing an agent (say agent \( A \)) computes, in each time point \( t \) such that \( \text{ag}(t) = A \), set \( \mathcal{K}(t) \) (see formula (1)) as follows. First, it incrementally computes and maintains the set of the \( \subseteq \)-minimal sets \( \mathcal{D} \subseteq \text{deals}_B(t - 1) \) (where \( B = 1 - A \)) whose convex hull \( \text{conv}(\mathcal{D}) \) intersects \( \bigcup \text{Never}(t - 1) \). Note that this is a dual representation of what requested by formula (1). Second, it reduces the problem of computing \( \mathcal{K}(t) \) into an instance of the Min Hyper-Graph Colouring Problem (Definition 6.1).

**Definition 6.1. (Min) Hyper-Graph Colouring Problem**

Let \( H = (\mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E}) \) be a hyper-graph, where \( \mathcal{V} \) is a finite set of nodes and \( \mathcal{E} \subseteq 2^\mathcal{V} \) is the set of hyper-edges (where each hyper-edge is a set of nodes). Let \( n \in \mathbb{N}^+ \) be a finite number of colours.

The **Hyper-Graph Colouring Problem** amounts to assign a colour (among the \( n \) available colours) to each node in \( \mathcal{V} \) such that, for each hyper-edge \( \mathcal{E} \in \mathcal{E} \), not all nodes in \( \mathcal{E} \) are assigned the same colour.

The **Min Hyper-Graph Colouring Problem** amounts to find a colouring to \( H \) satisfying the requirements above which uses the minimum number of distinct colours.

The reduction works as follows. The set of nodes of the hyper-graph is \( \text{deals}_B(t - 1) \) and the hyper-edges are the sets \( \mathcal{D} \) computed as described above. Intuitively, each such set defines a \( \subseteq \)-minimal set of incoming deals that cannot belong to the same POC (see formula (1)).

Note that each set of nodes (i.e., each set of opponent deals) coloured with the same colour in each solution of the Min Hyper-Graph Colouring Problem defines a POC. The whole set of POCs \( \mathcal{K}(t) \) is then the collection of the set of nodes coloured with the same colour in all solutions of the Min Hyper-Graph Colouring Problem.

At each time point \( t \) such that \( \text{ag}(t) = A \), our system (implementing agent \( A \)) encodes the Min Hyper-Graph Colouring Problem instance using the available agent knowledge into a SAT instance, assuming a fixed number of colours \( n \), starting with \( n = 1 \). Then, it uses Sat4j to compute all solutions. If, at some time step \( t \), the SAT instance for a given value of \( k \) is unsatisfiable, the system increases \( n \) by 1 and repeats the process.

The minimum value of colours which makes the SAT instance satisfiable is exactly the value \( \hat{n}(t) \) used by Non-obstructionist Opponent Assumption (NOA). Note that, the minimum needed number of colours \( \hat{n}(t) \) to colour the hyper-graph is a non-decreasing function of \( t \). Hence, it is enough for the agent, in her next turn (at step \( t + 2 \)), to start the computation of \( \mathcal{K}(t + 2) \) setting \( n = \hat{n}(t) \).

For any given \( n \) (number of colours), the encoded SAT instance is defined on the following propositional letters:

\[
\mathcal{L} = \{ c_{v,i} \mid v \in \mathcal{V}, 1 \leq i \leq n \}.
\]

The assignment \( c_{v,i} = \text{true} \) in a model of the formula has the meaning that node \( v \) is coloured with colour \( i \). The SAT instance is composed by the logical and of all clauses in all the following sets (along the lines of [18]):

**At Least One Colour.** Each node \( v \in \mathcal{V} \) is assigned at least one colour. This yields the following
set of $|\mathcal{V}|$ clauses (one $n$-ary clause per node):

$$\left\{(c_{v,1} \lor \cdots \lor c_{v,n}) \mid v \in \mathcal{V}\right\}.$$ 

**At Most One Colour.** Each node $v \in \mathcal{V}$ is assigned at most one colour. This yields the following set of $|\mathcal{V}| \times \frac{n(n-1)}{2}$ clauses (a binary clause for each node and each pair of ordered distinct colours):

$$\left\{(-c_{v,i} \lor -c_{v,j}) \mid v \in \mathcal{V}, 1 \leq i < j \leq n\right\}.$$ 

**Good Colouring.** For each hyper-edge $\mathcal{E} \in \mathcal{E}$, the nodes belonging to $\mathcal{E}$ are not all assigned to the same colour. This yields the following set of $n|\mathcal{E}|$ clauses (a $|\mathcal{E}|$-ary clause for each hyper-edge $\mathcal{E}$ and for each colour):

$$\left\{(-c_{v_1,i} \lor \cdots \lor -c_{v_e,i}) \mid \mathcal{E} = \{v_1, \ldots, v_e\} \in \mathcal{E}, 1 \leq i \leq n\right\}.$$ 

Additional care is devoted in speeding-up the search of all solutions by Sat4j and in minimising RAM usage to store the set of all POCs. In particular, reformulation techniques on the SAT problem specification along the lines of [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24] have been employed to, e.g., perform symmetry breaking, and only the $\subseteq$-minimal POCs are kept in RAM, as the others are not needed to compute region $\Pi(t)$ (formula (2)), given that, for all regions $R, R'$ and $R''$ such that $R'' \subseteq R$, it holds $\text{proj}(R'', R') \subseteq \text{proj}(R, R')$.

7. Experiments

In this section we present an empirical evaluation of the computational feasibility of the approach.

We evaluated our implementation on both random and structured negotiation scenarios using a single computer (a PC with a dual-core AMD Opteron 3GHz and 8GB RAM) for both agents. At each step, agents can exchange contracts of at most $k = 2$ deals.

Note that negotiations have been performed between two identical agents, although with different parameters. As a matter of facts, as our approach requires agents to comply with the NoN rule, it cannot be evaluated against other negotiators.

7.1. Random Negotiation Scenarios

In this section we describe our experimental results concerning random negotiation scenarios. In Section 7.1.1 we outline our random negotiation scenario generator. In Section 7.1.2 we describe the chosen experimental setting, in terms of the parameters we used to run our generator and of properties of the resulting random scenarios. Finally, in Section 7.1.3 we present our experimental results.

7.1.1. Generation of Random Negotiation Scenarios

In our framework a negotiation scenario consists of the following items: (a) The number of negotiation variables $n \in \mathbb{N}^+$; (b) Feasibility regions of the two agents; (c) Utility functions of the two agents; (d) Values $\Delta u_0$ and $\Delta u_1$ (positive reals), defining the concession policies of the two agents; (e) Values
ξ₀ and ξ₁ (reals between 0 and 1), defining the respond policies of the two agents. In turn, the feasibility region of each agent is the union of a finite number of bound polyhedra in \( \mathbb{R}^n \) and its utility function is piece-wise linear.

Our random scenario generator takes as input the following parameters:

- A positive integer \( n \), the number of negotiation variables;
- Two positive reals \( \text{radius}_\text{region}_0 \) and \( \text{radius}_\text{region}_1 \), defining the \( n \)-dimensional spheres in which the centres of all polyhedra of \( R_0 \) and \( R_1 \) will lie, respectively;
- Two positive reals \( \text{radius}_\text{poly}_0 \) and \( \text{radius}_\text{poly}_1 \), defining the maximum radius of each polyhedron of \( R_0 \) and \( R_1 \);
- Two bounded ranges \( \text{n}_\text{polys}_0 \) and \( \text{n}_\text{polys}_1 \) of \( \mathbb{N}^+ \), defining the minimum and maximum number of polyhedra defining \( R_0 \) and \( R_1 \), respectively;
- Two positive integers \( \text{max}_\text{vtx}_0 \) and \( \text{max}_\text{vtx}_1 \), defining the maximum number of vertices of each polyhedron in \( R_0 \) and \( R_1 \), respectively;
- The requested expected ratio of satisfiable scenarios \( \text{sat}_\text{ratio} \) (between 0 and 1), plus tolerance (a percentage value);
- Two bounded ranges \( \text{conc}_0 \) and \( \text{conc}_1 \) of \( \mathbb{N}^+ \), used to define the concession policy of agent 0 and 1, respectively.

Our generator does not take as input agents respond policies \( \xi_0 \) and \( \xi_1 \), as we aim at evaluating how the negotiation strategy of Section 4 behaves when changing values \( \xi_0 \) and/or \( \xi_1 \).

Our approach to random scenario generation consists of two main components: the feasibility region and the utility function (plus concession policy) generators.

### 7.1.1.1. Generation of Random Feasibility Regions

In the literature, several models for random bounded polyhedra generation have been defined (see, e.g., [25] for a survey). We chose to adopt one of the simplest approaches, based on computing the convex hull of a given number of points randomly generated uniformly in a \( n \)-sphere of a given radius [26].

In details, for any agent \( A \in \{0, 1\} \) our random polyhedra generator generates a number of polyhedra randomly chosen in interval \( \text{n}_\text{polys}_A \). Each such polyhedron \( P \) is computed by first randomly generating a point \( c_P \) in the \( n \)-sphere centred in the origin and having radius \( \text{radius}_\text{region}_A \). Polyhedron \( P \) is then computed by randomly generating \( \text{max}_\text{vtx}_A \) \( n \)-dimensional points in the \( n \)-sphere centred in \( c_P \) and having radius \( \text{radius}_\text{poly}_A \). Polyhedron \( P \) is defined as the convex hull of such random points. Each random point is generated by producing a random unit vector in \( \mathbb{R}^n \) (to guess a direction) and a random length from 0 to \( \text{radius}_\text{poly}_A \). Of course, the generated polyhedron will have a number of vertices not greater than \( \text{max}_\text{vtx}_A \). It usually has less vertices, since some of them do not belong to the frontier of the computed convex hull. The generation of the feasibility region for each agent also avoids that two polyhedra overlap.

Finally, in order to control the ratio between satisfiable and unsatisfiable instances (i.e., with overlapping and non-overlapping regions), the feasibility region of one agent (agent 1, without loss of generality) is moved in order to be centred in a point having random coordinates ranging between 0 and \( \text{max}_\text{move} \).
The choice of the value to assign to max_move is experimentally found by the generator itself during a preliminary self-tuning stage, given the requested ratio sat_ratio (plus tolerance) of satisfiable scenarios. In particular, during the self-tuning stage, the generator searches for a suitable value for max_move in a dichotomic fashion, each time generating a burst of scenarios, and measuring the ratio of satisfiable ones.

7.1.1.2. Generation of Random Utility Functions and Concession Policies For each agent \( A \in \{0, 1\} \) and for each polyhedron \( P \) in \( R_A \), we generate a random linear utility function \( u_P^A \) by computing a unit vector and the coefficients of the hyper-plane orthogonal to this. The utility function of agent \( A \), \( u_A \), is then the linear piece-wise function defined by \( u_P^A \) for each polyhedron \( P \) of \( R_A \).

As for the concession policy \( \Delta u \) of each agent \( A \), we first randomly choose the number of concessions \( c_i \in \text{conc}_A \) to allow, and then compute \( \Delta u \) in such a way that the utility value could be decreased from its maximum exactly \( c_i \) times, i.e.,

\[
\Delta u = \text{span}/c_i,
\]

where span is the absolute difference of the extreme values of \( u_A \) in \( R_A \).

7.1.2. Experimental Setting

We generated 100 random negotiation scenarios over 3 variables. Feasibility regions for both agents are unions of exactly 3 random polyhedra (i.e., \( \text{polys}_0 = \text{polys}_1 = [3, 3] \)), each with at most \( \max_{\text{vtx}}_0 = \max_{\text{vtx}}_1 = 10 \) vertices. Both regions lie within spheres having radius \( \text{radius}_0 = \text{radius}_1 = 100 \). As we aimed at generating both satisfiable and unsatisfiable scenarios, we set \( \text{sat ratio} = 50\% \) (tolerance \( \pm 10\% \)). We set \( \text{conc}_0 = \text{conc}_1 = [5, 5] \), as to force the concession policy of both agents to \( \Delta u = \text{span}/5 \).

In about 44\% of the resulting instances we have \( R_0 \cap R_1 \neq \emptyset \), i.e., an agreement does actually exist. The average volume of the intersection is 2.19\% of the volume of each agent’s region (standard deviation is 4.5\%).

We set up a negotiation process for each random negotiation scenario described in Section 7.1.2 and for each combination of the agents respond policies \( \xi_0 \) and \( \xi_1 \), each one taking value in set \( \{0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1\} \). In this way we were able to evaluate how the negotiation strategy of Section 4 behaves when changing values \( \xi_0 \) and/or \( \xi_1 \).

Overall, we defined and ran 3600 negotiation processes over the generated 100 random negotiation scenarios.

7.1.3. Experimental Results

All negotiation processes terminate in 20–30 steps. Even when agents were obstructionist (i.e., their respond policy \( \xi \) is lower than 1), agreements were actually found in > 95\% of the scenarios for which \( R_0 \cap R_1 \neq \emptyset \) (i.e., when agreements do actually exist).

Figure 8 shows average time, success rate (i.e., number of negotiations closed successfully divided by the number of negotiations such that \( R_0 \cap R_1 \neq \emptyset \)), and average quality of the agreement found for each agent as a function of the respond policies used (\( \xi_0 \) and \( \xi_1 \)). The quality of an agreement \( D \) for agent \( a \in \{0, 1\} \) is defined as:

\[
\frac{u_a(D) - L_a}{H_a - L_a}
\]
where $H_a$ and $L_a$ are, respectively, the highest and lowest values of agent $a$ utility in $R_0 \cap R_1$. Hence, the quality of the agreement for agent $a$ ranges from 0 to 1, and is 0 (respectively 1) if it yields her the lowest (respectively highest) utility among all existing agreements (i.e., deals in $R_0 \cap R_1$).

From Figure 8b it can be seen that moderate respond policies (intermediate values of $\xi$) lead to very high probabilities (> 97%) of finding an agreement if one exists. Moreover, the quality of such agreements (Figure 8c) for the two agents is similar if their respond policies are similar (fairness). Conversely, if agents use very different values for $\xi$, the more conceding agent unsurprisingly gets lower utility with the agreement, but negotiations are more often aborted by the other, more demanding, agent. Finally, Figure 8a shows that negotiation time is always < 5 minutes.

### 7.2. Structured Negotiation Scenarios

We evaluated our system on multiple scenarios of three case-studies, as described in Section 7.2.1. Overall, we experimented with 6 structured negotiation processes.

#### 7.2.1. Experimental Setting

Table 1 shows some relevant properties of these negotiation scenarios. Column “vars” gives the number of negotiation variables. Columns “polys” and “con” give, respectively, the number of polyhedra and the overall number of linear constraints defining each agent feasibility region, $R_0$ and $R_1$. The two last columns give the ratio of the volume of $R_0 \cap R_1$ (i.e., the volume of the space of the agreements) with respect to the volume of the feasibility region of each agent (“-” means that $R_0 \cap R_1$ is empty, hence no agreement is possible).

The following sections give more details on the structured negotiation problems and scenarios on which we ran our experiments. A full description of such scenarios is available in [27].

#### 7.2.1.1. Alice vs. Bob

This negotiation problem (over two negotiation variables: start day/time and duration) has already been introduced in Example 2.2 and used as a running example throughout the paper. We consider two negotiation scenarios (named AB1 and AB2), with different desiderata and requirements for the two agents.

From Table 1 we see that in scenario AB1 there is space for possible agreements (i.e., $R_0 \cap R_1 \neq \emptyset$) although the volume of this intersection is extremely small with respect to the volume of the feasibility regions of the two agents (i.e., < 10^{-8}). In scenario AB2 instead, there is no possibility to find an agreement, as $R_0 \cap R_1 = \emptyset$.

#### 7.2.1.2. Summer House

In this negotiation problem, agent Tenant is negotiating with agent Owner in order to rent a summer house. Negotiation processes are over 3 variables: the start day of the rental period, the rental duration (in days), the rental price per day.

We consider two scenarios of the Summer House problem (named SU1 and SU2), in which the Tenant has different preferences on the rental period (e.g., early June vs. late July), on the minimum and maximum rental duration, and different constraints about how much he/she is willing to accept to pay per day. The Owner has his/her own desiderata and constraints.
Figure 8: Random negotiation scenarios: results.
From Table 1 we see that in scenario SU1 there is space for possible agreements (i.e., $R_0 \cap R_1 \neq \emptyset$) and the volume of this intersection is $1.5\% - 2.0\%$ with respect to the volume of the feasibility regions of the two agents. In scenario SU2 instead, there is no possibility to find an agreement, as $R_0 \cap R_1 = \emptyset$.

### 7.2.1.3. England vs. Zimbabwe

In [28] a problem is described where England and Zimbabwe negotiate in order to reach an agreement evolving from the World Health Organisation Framework Convention on Tobacco Control.

There, the two parties want to find an agreement about four issues:

1. The total amount that England has to deposit into the Global Tobacco Fund to aid Zimbabwe to get rid of economic dependence on tobacco production;

2. The impact of the amount of the previous point to other aid programmes to Zimbabwe funded by England;

3. The possible changes to any trade barriers to incentivise or dis-incentivise import/export from/to the other country;

4. The possible creation of a forum to explore comparable arrangements for other long-term health issues (this could motivate Zimbabwe to follow the same approach to other global health agreements, turning out to be very costly to England).

We adapted this problem to our domain (real variables and no known bounds for their domains). Resulting negotiation processes are over 4 variables: the fund amount, other England-to-Zimbabwe aid reduction, increment of taxes on import by Zimbabwe government, increment of England import from Zimbabwe. We consider two negotiation scenarios (named EZ1 and EZ2), with different desiderata and requirements for the two agents.

From Table 1 we see that in both scenarios there are possible agreements (i.e., $R_0 \cap R_1 \neq \emptyset$), although the volume of this intersection is very small when compared to the volume of the feasibility regions of the two agents (namely: $0.04\% - 0.15\%$).

### 7.2.2. Experimental Results

Table 2 shows results of negotiation processes carried out on the above scenarios, under different values of the respond policies of each agent ($\xi_0$ and $\xi_1$). All processes have been run with $k$ (the maximum number of deals in a proposal) equal to 2.

For each instance, column “agreement found” tells whether an agreement has been found (an agreement exists if and only if $R_0 \cap R_1 \neq \emptyset$, see Table 1), column “steps” gives the number of negotiation steps needed to conclude the negotiation process, column “overall time (sec)” gives the overall negotiation time in seconds, and column “polys” gives the overall number of polyhedra computed by Parma Polyhedra Library (PPL) during the process. For each negotiation instance, the number of All-SAT instances solved to compute POCs (see formula (1)) is equal to the number of negotiation steps.

Table 2 reports results for particularly meaningful values of $\xi_0$ and $\xi_1$, each one taking a value in set $\{0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1\}$. In particular, for scenarios in which an agreement exists, Table 2 reports a negotiation process where agents respond policies ($\xi_0$ and $\xi_1$) were set to the lowest values for which
an agreement was actually found. In case either \( \xi_0 \) or \( \xi_1 \) is different from 0, Table 2 reports a second (unsuccessful) process for that scenario, run by further (minimally) decreasing one between \( \xi_0 \) and \( \xi_1 \) and by setting the other to 1 (non-obstructionist agent). For example, as for scenario AB1 (for which an agreement exists, see Table 1), Table 2 reports configuration \( \xi_0 = 0, \xi_1 = 0.6 \) for which an agreement was found. By further reducing \( \xi_1 \) to 0.4, no agreement was found even when maximally relaxing \( \xi_0 \) to 1 (i.e., making agent 1 non-obstructionist). Analogously, as for scenario SU1, Table 2 reports configurations \( \xi_0 = 0.4, \xi_1 = 0 \) (agreement found) and \( \xi_0 = 0.2, \xi_1 = 1 \) (agreement not found).

As for negotiation scenarios for which no agreement exists (namely: AB2 and SU2, see Table 1), Table 2 reports configuration \( \xi_0 = 1, \xi_1 = 1 \), where both agents are non-obstructionist (most favourable configuration).

### 7.3. Discussion

Our results on both random and structured negotiation scenarios show that enforcing NoN is computationally feasible. Negotiation processes with hundreds of interaction steps could be performed in minutes, even when NoN enforcement and agents reasoning require the computation of millions of polyhedra and the resolution of hundreds of All-SAT instances.

In particular, All-SAT instances are always trivial to encode and to solve, as overall the time needed to encode them, to run Sat4j and to loop across and to decode all returned models is always less than 15% of the overall time.

The most computationally intensive part of our negotiator is in using PPL (which takes, on average, more than 50% time for each negotiation step).

Although the number of sets in \( K(t) \), NoN and Never collections can grow exponentially, by keeping only their \( \subseteq \)-minimal (as for \( K(t) \), see Section 6.1) and their \( \subseteq \)-maximal (as for NoN and Never) members (which is enough to enforce the NoN rule and to perform the needed reasoning), the overall memory requirements become, in the considered scenarios, compatible with the amount of RAM available on an ordinary PC.
8. Related Work

Various protocols and algorithms for negotiation have been proposed in the literature, to handle the different needs of several application domains, as, e.g., resource allocation [29], scheduling [30], e-business [31], smart grids [32, 33, 34]. Available approaches to negotiation can be classified according to several factors, as the negotiation objects, the agents’ decision making models, the degree of cooperation among the agents, the level of privacy about constraints and preferences of each agent, or the communication and computation costs (see, e.g., [4, 35, 36, 37] and citations thereof).

At the top level, existing approaches to automated negotiation can be classified depending on whether they make or do not make use of a central authority, called mediator, which is trusted by the negotiating parties. While mediator-assisted negotiation approaches (see, e.g., [38, 39]) can ensure a higher efficiency in the process, they are unsuitable in a setting as ours, where agents have strong privacy concerns and lack trust about their counterpart and any mediator.

The papers closest to ours are [8, 7, 9], where a computational geometry based approach to bilateral unmediated negotiation was investigated. However, in order to guarantee completeness and termination, such approaches make strong assumptions on the properties of the two agents. In particular, [8, 9] require that the feasibility region of both agents is a single convex bounded polyhedron and that agents are non-obstructionists. Convexity is partially relaxed in [7], where the concept of safe lie is defined: agents can lie by rejecting acceptable incoming proposals, but they must continue to appear (to their counterpart) as having a convex region for the approach to terminate. The Now or Never (NoN) protocol rule relaxes all such limitations and allows each single agent to employ a terminating strategy in a very hostile setting, where no hypothesis about the shape of the feasibility region and the willingness to collaborate and to be efficient can be made about the counterpart. Such terminating strategies for an agent (as the one presented in Section 4) do exist under very mild assumptions about her own feasibility region and utility, which are applicable to most practical circumstances.

The possibility of agents to lie has been explored also in [40], where negotiations involve agents ex-
changing knowledge beyond proposals. In that context, agents may deliberately send to their counterpart false knowledge (hence dishonest proposals), with the goal to deceive the reasoning of their opponent. The NoN protocol rule requires only a minimal negotiation framework (see Definition 2.1), where exchanged proposals contain only deals (and not additional information or knowledge). Although the NoN rule can be enforced in more sophisticated negotiation frameworks (see discussion in Sections 1 and 2), the only dishonest proposals which are strictly of interest for NoN are those including deals that the proposing agent is not really willing to accept. However, this is not a problem, as additional mechanisms (e.g., penalties) can be easily introduced in order to cope with situations where an agent accepts a deal proposed by the counterpart who then refuses to honour the agreement. On the other hand, the NoN protocol rule allows agents to lie when receiving a proposals, in that the receiving agent is not forced to accept an acceptable incoming deal or to take a now decision whenever possible. Hence, the NoN rule leaves the agents free to behave in an obstructionist way (see Definition 3.7), but at the same time injects a minimum amount of efficiency in the process in order to avoid infinite negotiations.

Game-theoretic approaches (see, e.g., [4, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46]) typically assume that agents have complete or probabilistic information about their counterpart, and often focus on split-the-pie games, in order to ensure desirable properties of the agreements (maximum social welfare, envy-freeness, Pareto-optimality, etc.) For these reasons, although such methods are precious in several negotiation domains, they cannot be applied in a setting as ours, where the agents have zero knowledge and no trust about their counterpart.

Argumentation-based approaches emphasise the importance of exchanging information and explanations between negotiating agents during the process, in order to mutually influence their behaviours [47, 48]. Integrating argumentation theory in negotiation could of course supply additional information and help agents to convince each other by adequate arguments. However, such approach cannot be exploited in our context, where agents do not trust each other, hence would not believe in their arguments.

Heuristic approaches (see, e.g., [37, 2, 3, 49, 50]) tackle cases where agents have lack of information about their counterpart. However, they are intrinsically incomplete (i.e., they may fail to find an agreement if one exist) and are not guaranteed to terminate in a finite number of steps, without making assumptions on the two agents. On the other hand, in negotiation processes where the NoN rule is enforced, any single agent may exploit a terminating strategy, despite the properties and willingness to terminate of the counterpart. It also guarantees completeness (i.e., an agreement will be found if one exists) in case the negotiation process is carried our by non-obstructionist agents (Proposition 3.8). In case the agents are obstructionist, the approach is of course incomplete (as an obstructionist counterpart does not do her best to reach an agreement, e.g., she can reject acceptable offers, see Definition 3.7), but makes the responsibility of each agent about the negotiation failure explicit. In particular, Proposition 3.6 shows that, in case the negotiation process fails, for each existing mutually acceptable agreement $D$ there was a negotiation step $t$ in which the agent in charge of making a proposal during step $t$ deliberately took a never decision on a NoN region containing $D$. Note that, even in presence of an obstructionist counterpart, the NoN rule makes the agent able to employ a terminating strategy.

9. Conclusions

In this paper we defined a new protocol rule, Now or Never (NoN), for bilateral unmediated negotiation processes which allows self-motivated competitive agents to efficiently carry out multi-variable negoti-
ations with remote untrusted parties, where privacy is a major concern and agents know nothing about their opponent. NoN has been explicitly designed as to ensure a continuous progress of the negotiation, thus neutralising malicious or inefficient opponents. The protocol rule (whose fulfilment can be assessed independently by each party using only local information) forces the agents to never reconsider already taken decisions, thus injecting a minimum, but sufficient amount of efficiency in the process. In particular, NoN allows each agent to independently infer, during the negotiation, that there is no hope to find an agreement (Proposition 3.6). When such a termination condition arises, the agent can safely opt-out.

The NoN protocol rule is non-invasive, in that it leaves maximum freedom to agents to exploit their (private) strategy. In particular, it does allow agents to behave in an obstructionist way (e.g., agents are free to reject acceptable deals if they are, e.g., currently aiming at higher utility). We also defined the notion of non-obstructionist agents. Although they are not necessarily collaborative, non-obstructionist agents genuinely aim at closing the negotiation efficiently, by also sacrificing their preferences among deals they are willing to accept. Proposition 3.8 shows that, in case both agents are non-obstructionist, then the NoN rule guarantees completeness: when the termination condition arises, not only agents know that no mutually acceptable agreement can still be found; agents have also a proof that no mutually acceptable agreement actually exists.

The enforcement of the NoN protocol rule in a negotiation process also allows each agent to exploit terminating strategies, i.e., strategies that are guaranteed to yield the termination condition after a finite number of steps. We have also presented one such NoN-compliant terminating strategy inspired to the well-known Monotonic Concessions (MC) approach. Our strategy, under mild assumptions on the agent feasibility region, allows the agent to derive, in a finite number of steps and independently of the behaviour of the opponent, that there is no hope to find an agreement. Our multi-phase NoN compliant agent strategy supports the presence of a private utility function. Also, the strategy includes a sophisticated reasoning activity of the agent (based on the evidence provided by the behaviour of her counterpart) in order to effectively prune the space of possible agreements.

We have presented a Java implementation of an agent employing our NoN-compliant strategy. Our implementation jointly exploits a computational geometry package (Parma Polyhedra Library (PPL) [12]) and an all-solutions SAT solver (Sat4j [13]) to implement the required reasoning.

We finally evaluated the computational feasibility of the overall approach on both random and structured instances of practical size. Experiments show that each agent can efficiently evaluate the compliancy of the opponent to the NoN protocol rule in real-world negotiation scenarios.
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B. Proof of Results

In this section we give proofs of our results.

Proposition 3.6. (Termination Condition)
Let $\pi = \langle \mathcal{V}, s, k, \mathcal{R} \rangle$ be a negotiation process where the Now or Never (NoN) rule is enforced and let $\mathcal{P} = \mathcal{P}_1, \mathcal{P}_2, \ldots , \mathcal{P}_T$ be the status of $\pi$ at step $T \geq 2$. If $R_{ag(T)} \subseteq \bigcup \mathcal{Never}(T - 1) \cup \bigcup \mathcal{Never}(T - 2)$ and $\mathcal{P}_T$ is not a singleton $\{D\} \subseteq \mathcal{P}_{T-1}$, then:

(a) There exists no extension $\mathcal{P}' = \mathcal{P}_1, \mathcal{P}_2, \ldots , \mathcal{P}_{T-1}, \mathcal{P}_T, \ldots , \mathcal{P}_{T'}$ of $\mathcal{P}$ to step $T' > T$ such that $\mathcal{P}_{T'} = \{D\} \subseteq \mathcal{P}_{T'-1}$

(b) For all $D \in R_0 \cap R_1$, there exists $1 < t_D < T$ such that $D \in \bigcup \mathcal{NoN}(t_D - 1) \cap \bigcup \mathcal{Never}(t_D)$.

Proof:
Proof of (a) builds on the observation that, from Definition 3.4, $\bigcup \mathcal{Never}(t) \supseteq \bigcup \mathcal{Never}(t - 2)$ for all $t \geq 2$. Assume, for the sake of contradiction, that there exists step $T' > T$ such that $\mathcal{P}_{T'} = \{D\} \subseteq \mathcal{P}_{T'-1}$ (i.e., agreement $D \in R_0 \cap R_1$ is accepted at step $T' > T$).

As $D \in R_0 \cap R_1 \subseteq R_{ag(T)} \subseteq \bigcup \mathcal{Never}(T - 1) \cup \bigcup \mathcal{Never}(T - 2)$, we have that:

1. If $T'$ and $T$ have the same parity (i.e., $T' = T + 2n$ for some integer $n \geq 1$):
   1.1. if $D \in \bigcup \mathcal{Never}(T - 2) = \bigcup \mathcal{Never}(T' - 2 - 2n) \subseteq \bigcup \mathcal{Never}(T' - 2)$, then, by Definition 3.5, $D$ cannot be part of $\mathcal{P}_{T'}$
   1.2. otherwise ($D \in \bigcup \mathcal{Never}(T - 1) - \bigcup \mathcal{Never}(T - 2) = \bigcup \mathcal{Never}(T' - 1 - 2n) - \bigcup \mathcal{Never}(T - 2) \subseteq \bigcup \mathcal{Never}(T' - 3)$), by Definition 3.5, $D$ cannot be part of $\mathcal{P}_{T'-1}$.
2. Otherwise ($T'$ and $T$ have different parity, i.e., $T' = T - 1 + 2n$ for some integer $n \geq 1$):

   2.1. if $D \in \bigcup \text{Never}(T - 2) = \bigcup \text{Never}(T' - 2 - 2n) \subseteq \bigcup \text{Never}(T' - 3)$, then, by Definition 3.5, $D$ cannot be part of $P_{T' - 1}$

   2.2. otherwise ($D \in \bigcup \text{Never}(T - 1) - \bigcup \text{Never}(T - 2) = \bigcup \text{Never}(T' - 2n) - \bigcup \text{Never}(T - 2) \subseteq \bigcup \text{Never}(T' - 2))$, by Definition 3.5, $D$ cannot be part of $P_{T'}$.

Hence, a contradiction arises and point (a) follows.

As for point (b), we know by hypothesis that, for all $D \in R_0 \cap R_1$, $D \in R_{ag(T)} \subseteq \bigcup \text{Never}(T - 1) \cup \bigcup \text{Never}(T - 2)$. Let $t_D$ be the smallest step such that $D \in \bigcup \text{Never}(t_D)$. From Definition 3.4 we have that $t_D > 1$. As $D \notin \bigcup \text{Never}(t_D - 2)$, Definition 3.4 also ensures that $D \in \bigcup \text{Non}(t_D - 1)$.

\[\square\]

**Proposition 3.8. (Completeness)**

Let $\pi = (V, s, k, R)$ be a negotiation process between two non-obstructionist agents where the NoN rule is enforced.

If $\pi$ reaches, at step $T - 1 \geq 2$, status $\Pi = \mathcal{P}_1, \mathcal{P}_2, \ldots, \mathcal{P}_{T - 1}$ s.t. $R_{ag(T)} \subseteq \bigcup \text{Never}(T - 1) \cup \bigcup \text{Never}(T - 2)$, then $R_0 \cap R_1 = \emptyset$.

**Proof:**

As agents $ag(T - 1)$ and $ag(T) = ag(T - 2) = 1 - ag(T - 1)$ are non-obstructionist, we have:

(i) $R_{ag(T - 1)} \cap \bigcup \text{Never}(T - 1) = \emptyset$ and

(ii) $R_{ag(T)} \cap \bigcup \text{Never}(T - 2) = \emptyset$.

To see why, assume, for the sake of contradiction that, e.g., (ii) does not hold, i.e., there exists $D \in R_{ag(T)} \cap \bigcup \text{Never}(T - 2)$ (case (i) can be proved similarly). By Definition 3.4, there exists a step $1 < t_D \leq T - 2$ such that:

(a) $ag(t_D) = ag(T - 2)$, and

(b) $D \in \bigcup \text{Non}(t_D - 1) - \bigcup \text{Never}(t_D - 2)$ and $D \in \bigcup \text{Never}(t_D)$.

Agent $ag(t_D)$, by not proposing in $\bigcup \text{Non}(t_D - 1)$ containing $D \in R_{ag(t_D)}$ at step $t_D$, did not satisfy requirement (2) of Definition 3.7.

Now, as for the main proof, assume, for the sake of contradiction, that exists a deal $D \in R_0 \cap R_1$. As $R_0 \cap R_1 = R_{ag(T)} \cap R_{1-ag(T)} \subseteq R_{ag(T)} \subseteq \bigcup \text{Never}(T - 1) \cup \bigcup \text{Never}(T - 2)$, we must have $D \in \bigcup \text{Never}(T - 1) \cup \bigcup \text{Never}(T - 2)$. A contradiction arises by (i) and (ii).

\[\square\]

**Proposition 4.3.** If, at step $t \geq 3$ such that $ag(t) = A$, Non-obstructionist Opponent Assumption (NOA) is correct, then:

$$\Pi(t) \cap (R_B - \bigcup \text{Never}(t - 1)) = \emptyset.$$
Proof:
Assume that, at step \( t \geq 3 \), NOA is correct. As \( \hat{n}(t) \) is the minimum number of convex sub-regions of \( R_B - \bigcup \text{Never}(t-1) \) (where \( B = 1 - A \)), each such sub-region contains at least one deal already offered by the opponent (i.e., one of deals_\( B(t-1) \)). Intuitively, this means that the opponent (agent \( B = 1 - A \)) has proposed at least one deal within each of the \( \hat{n}(t) \) convex sub-regions of \( R_B \).

As, by construction, members of \( K(t) \) are all and the only subsets of deals_\( B(t-1) \) that may belong to the same convex sub-region of \( R_B - \bigcup \text{Never}(t-1) \) (as NOA is assumed to be correct), we have that for any \( D \subseteq \text{deals}_B(t-1) \) such that \( \text{conv}(D) \subseteq R_B - \bigcup \text{Never}(t-1) \) (i.e., for any set of the opponent deals that really belong to one such a convex sub-region), \( D \) is in \( K(t) \).

Assume now, for the sake of contradiction, that there exists point \( X \in \Pi(t) \) such that \( X \in R_B - \bigcup \text{Never}(t-1) \). We have that:

1. As \( X \in \Pi(t) \), then we must have \( X \in \text{proj}(\text{conv}(D), \bigcup \text{Never}(t-1)) \) for each \( D \in K(t) \). In particular, this holds for those POCs \( D \) for which \( \text{conv}(D) \subseteq R_B - \bigcup \text{Never}(t-1) \) (i.e., those whose points really belong to a single convex sub-region of \( R_B - \bigcup \text{Never}(t-1) \)).

2. This implies (see Definition 4.2) that for each \( D \in K(t) \) such that \( \text{conv}(D) \subseteq R_B - \bigcup \text{Never}(t-1) \) there exists a point \( X' \in \text{conv}(D) \) and \( Y \in \bigcup \text{Never}(t-1) \) such that \( Y \in XX' \).

3. As \( \text{conv}(D \cup \{X\}) \), containing \( Y \in \bigcup \text{Never}(t-1) \), does not entirely belong to \( R_B - \bigcup \text{Never}(t-1) \), deal \( X \) cannot belong to the same convex sub-region of \( R_B - \bigcup \text{Never}(t-1) \) as \( D \).

4. As this holds for all \( D \in K(t) \) such that \( \text{conv}(D) \subseteq R_B - \bigcup \text{Never}(t-1) \), a contradiction arises.

\( \square \)

Proposition 4.5. For each step \( t \geq \hat{T} \) such that \( \text{ag}(t) = A, RA \cap \bigcup \text{Never}(t-2) = RA \cap \bigcup \text{Never}(\hat{T} - 2) \).

Proof:
By contradiction. Let \( \hat{t} \geq \hat{T} + 2j \) (\( j \in \mathbb{N}^+ \)) be the first step (\( \text{ag}(\hat{t}) = A \)) such that \( RA \cap \bigcup \text{Never}(\hat{t} - 2) \neq RA \cap \bigcup \text{Never}(\hat{T} - 2) \).

As \( \text{Never}(\hat{t} - 2) \supseteq \text{Never}(\hat{t} - 4) \) (by Definition 3.4), this means that we have:

\[
\text{Never}(\hat{t} - 2) \supset \text{Never}(\hat{t} - 4)
\]

and

\[
RA \cap \bigcup \text{Never}(\hat{t} - 2) \supset RA \cap \bigcup \text{Never}(\hat{t} - 4).
\]

This implies that

\[
\bigcup \left( \text{Never}(\hat{t} - 2) - \text{Never}(\hat{t} - 4) \right) \cap RA \neq \emptyset.
\]

From Definition 3.4, we have that one of the two cases below holds:

(a) \( \text{Never}(\hat{t} - 2) - \text{Never}(\hat{t} - 4) \subseteq \text{NoN}(\hat{t} - 3) \) (if agent \( A \) did not propose in step \( \hat{t} - 2 \) any deal in \( \bigcup \text{NoN}(\hat{t} - 3) \))

(b) \( \text{Never}(\hat{t} - 2) - \text{Never}(\hat{t} - 4) \subseteq \{D \mid D \in \text{NoN}(\hat{t} - 3) \} \) (otherwise).
Case (a) would imply that $\bigcup \text{NoN}(\hat{t} - 3) \cap R_A \neq \emptyset$ and would lead to contradiction, as agent $A$ is certainly non-obstructionist from step $\hat{T}$ onwards, hence would have proposed in $\bigcup \text{NoN}(\hat{t} - 3)$ at step $\hat{t} - 2$.

Case (b) would imply that $\{\{D\} \mid D \in \text{NoN}(\hat{t} - 3)\} \cap R_A \neq \emptyset$ and would lead again to contradiction, as agent $A$ (non-obstructionist from step $\hat{T}$) would have accepted one of the acceptable deals $D \in \text{NoN}(\hat{t} - 3)$ at step $\hat{t} - 2$. 

**Proposition 4.6.** Let $\pi = \langle \mathcal{V}, s, k, \mathcal{R} \rangle$ be a negotiation process ($k \geq 2$) where the NoN rule is enforced. If any agent $A \in \{0, 1\}$ uses the strategy above, then, within a finite number of steps $T \geq \hat{T} \geq 2$ such that $\text{ag}(T) = A$, either an agreement is found or condition $R_A - R_A^\text{gt} \subseteq \bigcup \text{Never}(T - 1) \cup \bigcup \text{Never}(T - 2)$ is satisfied.

**Proof:**

We first prove that, within a finite number of steps $T \geq \hat{T} \geq 2$, either an agreement is found or the following condition is satisfied:

$$[R_A - \bigcup \text{Never}(\hat{T} - 2)] \subseteq \bigcup \text{Never}(t - 1) \cup \bigcup \text{Never}(t - 2). \quad (3)$$

Let $T_V \geq 1$ be the negotiation step (ag$(T_V) = A$) in which agent $A$ sent out proposal $\mathcal{P}_{T_V}$ containing the last vertex of $[R_A - \bigcup \text{Never}(\hat{T} - 2)]$. In case agent $B = 1 - A$ accepts one of the deals in $\mathcal{P}_{T_V}$, an agreement is found at step $T_V + 1 \geq 2$ and the thesis follows. Otherwise, from step $T_V + 2$ onwards, agent $A$ will send out only empty proposals, unless she decides to accept an acceptable deal (in which case, the thesis again follows).

For all steps $t \geq T_V + 2$, we have:

$$[R_A - \bigcup \text{Never}(\hat{T} - 2)] \subseteq [\bigcup \text{NoN}(t) \cup \bigcup \text{Never}(t - 1) \cup \bigcup \text{Never}(t - 2)$$

as no new point in $[R_A - \bigcup \text{Never}(\hat{T} - 2)]$ is disclosed.

At each step $t > T_V$ such that ag$(t) = B$, three cases may arise:

1. Agent $B$ proposes an acceptable deal and the negotiation terminates successfully. The thesis follows.

2. Agent $B$ sends a proposal $\mathcal{P}_t$ with no deal in $\bigcup \text{NoN}(t - 1)$ and no acceptable deals: $\text{NoN}(t - 1)$ is added to $\text{Never}(t)$. At step $t + 1$, agent $A$ sends out an empty proposal again, and $\text{NoN}(t + 1) = \emptyset$, as deals$_A(t + 1) = \text{deals}_A(t)$. Condition (3) is now satisfied.

3. Agent $B$ sends a proposal $\mathcal{P}_t$ with at least one deal in $\bigcup \text{NoN}(t - 1)$ and no acceptable deals. As agent $A$ replies with $\mathcal{P}_t = \emptyset$, $\text{NoN}(t)$ will shrink by at least one element, and condition (3) is one step closer to be satisfied.

Condition (3) can be equivalently rewritten as:

$$(R_A - R_A^\text{gt}) - \bigcup \text{Never}(\hat{T} - 2) \subseteq \bigcup \text{Never}(T - 1) \cup \bigcup \text{Never}(T - 2).$$

The formula can be rewritten again into:

$$R_A - R_A^\text{gt} \subseteq \bigcup \text{Never}(T - 1) \cup \bigcup \text{Never}(T - 2)$$

as, being $T \geq \hat{T}$, Definition 3.4 guarantees that either $\bigcup \text{Never}(\hat{T} - 2) \subseteq \bigcup \text{Never}(T - 2)$ (when $T = \hat{T} + 2j$, $j \geq 0$) or $\bigcup \text{Never}(\hat{T} - 2) \subseteq \bigcup \text{Never}(T - 1)$ (when $T = \hat{T} + 2j + 1$, $j \geq 0$). The thesis follows. \qed